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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY EVENING, OCT OH EH 13, 1900

VOLUME 20

SANTA FE SEES STRANGE

WAYS WHICH

VISITANT

SEEM TO US

Cuba Methods Which
From Our Way of
Doing Things.
CLIMATE

EXCELLENT

'

Havana, Oct. 13. One native was
explaining to another the Importance
of settling the trouble without AmerHe is in deadly
ican intervention.
earnest and talked with voice and
hands.
"And if we fail to settle It." ht said,
coarse, brutal,
"the
whisky-drinkin- g
American
soldiers will come here again. You
know what that means. An American despot will sit in the palace and
you, speak Enghe'll say,
lish.' "
boer-swtllin- g,

Freshness of Fish.
From the sea to the table is a matter of a very few hours for the fish
that enter Into Havana's food supply. When the fish are caught they
are placed, while still alive, in scows
that serve as floating reservoirs. The
latter are built In such a way that
there is a free circulation of water.
At 4 o'clock in the morning the fish
are sent to market. In making the
transfer from the floats to the wagons the fishermen work by the light
the unof comic opera lanterns,
wieldy contraptions with square glass
sides and candles to furnish the illumination. The fish, wriggling vigorously, are dipped from the reservoirs with small net, placed in large
baskets and weighed. Then each
basket is hoisted to the head of a
man and carired to the wagous.
The trouble taken to keep the fish
alive until selling time Is not due to
a fine regard for the buyers. It seems
that in this climate the fish pass
from the food to the fertilizer stage
in a very short time, and it Is necoa-eary to keep them alive until they
are sent to market.
Quick Justice Service.
Cuban's
th
The tailor pressed
trousers and delivered them. The
Cubun, charging that the trousers
had been scorched in the pressing,
called with a demand for damages.
His demand was refused. He called
a rural guard.
The latter threatened to arrest the
tailor on the charge of scorching
The tailor insisted that,
trousers.
even if true, it was not a criminal
offense, the remedy of the owner being a civil suit for damages.
Next day the tailor was summoned to the criminal court. The judge
accused him of scorching the trous
ers. The tailor pleaded not guilty
and respectfully protested that, if
true, it would be a case for the civil
courts. Putting aside the issue, the
judge said: "Anyway, you directed
the rural guard to leavo your store,
and I !1ne you $3." The tailor fig
ured that a decision In advance of
evidence was a trifle rapid, and so
Pay or go to jail,
he protested.
said the Judge. He paid.
Havana' Hot Sport.
The most popular pastime in Havana is Hal Alai (hi all), an athletic
game which is fostered for gambling
purpose.-,- .
It is a Basque provincial
pasttime played by professional players, stars among whom get as high as
$3500 for a season's services.
It Is
played in a huge building where spec175x2C
a
tators overlook
feet.
court
The gnie is played by two couples of
p.ayers against each other.
It is
slightly similar to hand ball, but the
players wear a basket gaunlet on one
hand to receive and throw the ball.
The spectators gamble on the scores,
the house getting o 10 per cent
on wagers.
com-missio- n

The Climate of Cuba.
Cuba's climate is quite moderate,
despite
its position In the triples,
the temperature being modified by the
feu. The annual mean temperature
of Havana is 77 degrees Fahrenheit.
There is only a slight range of extremes. Trade winds temper the heat,
and it is most uncomfortable early In
the morniug before the winds develop.
Tne nights are cool.
May to October Inclusive are rainy
mouths while the remainder of the
year Is dry. Eveu in the rainy months
the nights art- - generally and the days
partly clear.
Power of a Rain.
day dedicated by the elements to a steady and heavy rainfall, repeated calls for a messenger
brought to courier from the cable
office. The intervention of the hotel
must
"Vou
clerk was requested.
know." he said, "that they do not
wend messengers wheu it rains like
this." It would be interesting to see
the rain that would keep under cover the American messenger boy. who
Is as iiu'iftVrent to blizzards as be Is
to lire zes.
a

Item of Income.
in the public

parks are
free, but it costs 5 cents t j occupy
one nf the numerous I'on chairs. A
collie or makes the rounds and givi s
a ticket in return for each fee paid.
In CVu;pai park and at the ocean
front. opjMisite Mom castle, there
are thousands of tilese seats, and all
are ociipiel
hen liaiii! concert i are
given.
s

OCCURS

WATCHED THKEE HOURS
WHEN HID BY CLOWDS

AND

Special to The Evtnlng Citizen.
Santa Fe. N. M., Oct. 13. Considerable excitement was caused here late
yesterday afternoon and last nlgnt by
the appearance of a strange star in
the heavens'to the south of the city,
i lie ouject was first seen by Indians
at the United States school, two miles
south of town. They reported it to
Frank Crandall, chief clerk at the
school, who Immediately focused a
large glass on the object. When first
seen, the object had the appearance of
a large star, but so rapidly did it approach the earth that by night it looked like a large white electric globe,
and was surrounded by a wide circle
of light.
The strange object was visible in
this city from the capitol and federal
buildings, the two largest structures
i nthe place.
Many people watched
the ball of fire from 6 o'clock until
o'clock, when it was hidden
alter
behind clouds. This morning it was
not visible.
It is not believed that it was a
comet, since apparently it had no tall
and threw off no Are, appearing more
electric light,
line an incandescent
with a soft glow. The local weather
bureau officials are unable to give any
information about the object except
to advance the theory that it might
be a falling meteor, which in all
it was.
prob-abalit-
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COMPANIES

FORM FRUIT DESPATCH
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 13. The South-

ern Pacific, Texas and Pacific and Missouri and Kansas and Texas railroads
jointly have formed the Southern
Fruit Despatch for the quick trans
portatlon of fruit to Kansas City,. St
Louis and Chicago. The time of ar
rival and departure at each terminal
Is to be telegraphed to headquarters
and trains are to have precedence
over all others except those carrying
passengers. The Missouri. Kansas &
Texas will try to get the train from
fort Worth to Kansas City, 506 miles
in 20 hours. The service will com
roence Monday next.
.
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THE ST. PAUL ORDER OF THE
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH DID THE HONORS.
Last night, at the First Methodist
Episcopal church, the Brotherhood of
St. Paul tendered a most appreciative
banquet to Bishop Moore, who is here
as presiding officer of the fifteenth annual Spanish mission conference of
that church.
The proceedings were announced to
commence at 6:30 o'clock, and just
as The Evening Citizen representative arrived the roaster of ceremonies
was closing the doors leading to the
banquet hall, thus proving to the mind
of the scribe that of the 125 invited
guests all had arrived and been assigned to seats around the tables.
Besides the members of the Brotherhood of St. Paul, all out in force,
there were a largo number of the
members of the O. K. Warren post.
No. 5, and a few other friends, and,
strange as it may seem, not a lady
occupied a seat at the tables, although
a number of the active lady members
of the church presided over the cooking of the "good things to tat." and
waited on the tables. No one was
slighted, and all enjoyed a substantial
repast.
In the beginning, just before the
banquet opened, as prearranged,' Rev.
Rolling, pastor of the church, with
Bishop Moore, and the two superintendents of English and Spanish missions, Kevs. Morrison and Harwood,
entered the hall, and their presence
was a signal for those seated to arise,
thug extending the bishop a hearty
greeting.
After eating, Rev. Rollins, who demonstrated his ability as a toastmaster
in a very neat but humorous speech,
Introduced City Attorney Hickey, a
member of the brotherhood. Mr. Hickey told several Jokes which brought
forth laughter and threw out a Btrong
hint, for the leneflt of Bishop Moore,
that it was the hope and wish of the
cnurch that the It s well conference of
next week would return Rev. Rollins
again to this church. Mr. HicUey'a remarks were well received.
Kev. Rollins then introduced Peter
McCulluni.
The gentleman had recently returned from a vlsii to Scotland, and he told of the changes in
religious conditions over there In the
Interim of his departure from his native country years ago and his recent
visit. His talk was very interesting:
Bishop Moore came next, and his
remarks were punctured with some of
the prettiest word paintings ever
heard In thig city. He grew eloquent,
then serious and withal there was
enough cheer to make ell present feel
free and easy in his presence. He
told a few anecdotes of his civil war
days, and briefly referred to his experience in China and the "Far East." He
spoke of the good work brought about
by Rev. Rolling, as pasfor of the First
Methodist Episcopal church, and. In
referring to Mr. Hickey'g intimation,
assured those present that Rev. Rollins would b returned to this church.
This announcement wag generously
received, cleurly proving the popularity of the pastor among his flock and
many others.
With several announcements of future meetings, from the pastor, the
lianqutt came to a close, and the
Brotherhood of St. Paul had added
another pleasant event to its long list
of entertainments.
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CONVERTER

EXPLODES AT

Tcpeka. Kas., Oct.

gun

ILUNOiniEEL

13.

nl the dis

trict court today proceedings were
against

the International

WHITE HARVEST WEALTH

be-

Har-

of America on fifty
PLANT vester company
counts, by the filing of papers by
Fred S. Jackson, assistant attorney

MAKER

OTSUNNY SOUTH

The charge is
general of Kansas.
made In each count that the defend Producers Hold Crop For Paying
ant hag entered Into unlawful combination with the International Harves
Prices and Diversified Farming
ter company of New Jersey for the
Pays Expenses of Year.
purpose of preventing competition and
establishing a monopoly in the trade
harvesting and other agricultural
Albany, Oct. 13. Jn what was of
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 13. All Texas
implements
in Kansas.
head-on
practically a
collision on the
v
is busy gathering the great cotton
morning.
Hudson river, at 1:20 this
CRAZY
crop, the biggest in the history of the
between the steamers Adirondack, of FARMER BECOMES
AND KILLS HIS FAMILY biggest of states,
and people needing
the People's line, and the Saratoga,
Chal-bur13.
Knoxvllle, Tenn.,. Oct.
of the Citizens' line, one man, an oil
in
labor
of business
branches
other
Mlnttoth, aged 50, and one of
er on the Saratoga, is believed to the moot
are compelled to wait until tne great
this
prominent
of
farmers
have lost his life. About 500 passenand white harvest is over.
gers had a thrilling experience and county, today murdered his wife othDuring this season, as "hands" bechildren, fatally Injured two
both steamers were damaged to the four
come In greater demand, the price for
suier
committed
children
and
then
extent of thousands of dollars, the
It is pickers gradually rises from about 40
Saratoga being now practically out of cide by cutting his own throat.
in cents to as high as a dollar a hunsuddenly
believed
became
he
that
commission. Another missing man is sane. An ax was used in the deadly dred pounds, and this brings plcaers
George L. Horton, freight clerk on the
from the railroads, the cities and the
work.
Adirondack.
docks until practically every other
The collision occurred near Tlvoll, EVIDENTLY HE WANTED
business Is forsaken. Whole families
about 99 miles from New York, In
THAT SAME HORSE go to the fields and everybody works.
one or the narrowest parts of the rivO.,
13.
Oct.
dEward A good picker can gather nearly 400
Columbus.
er, while both boats were feeling Raker, aged 60 years, died In the peni- pounds of cotton a day, so quite a com
their way through a dense fog which tentiary last night, having occupied a fortable sum can be laid aside for
had settled on the river Just before cell in the Insane ward for some time. the winter.
1 o'clock. ' The Saratoga, bound south
Raker seemed to have a mania to steal
Texas Is the banner cotton state of
from Troy with about 200 passengers a certain horse In Vanwert county. the union and for her size produces
and a heavy consignment of freight, He was sent up for the short time for more of the staple than any domain In
crashed Into the Adirondack, bound stealing the animal. When he got out he world, list year her crop was in
north from New York. The collision he tooK the horse-againd was sent round numbers, 3,250,000 bales and
tore away about seventy-fiv- e
feet of up a second time. As soon as released this year it will be larger, about 4,- the lower deck on the port side of he went to Vanwert county and stole OiNi.imo bales, notwithstanding
that
the same horse and wag sentenced to there is a greater diversity of crops,
the Saratoga.
years.
great
fluids
When the
are covered
The terrific impact caused the Sar- fifteen
atoga to rebound and she now lies at
w!h the white open bolls, they need
they
attention and
need it promptly.
anchor a' few yards from where the DAMAGE TO COTTON
CROP IN TENNESSEE Rain will kill the high value of a
collision took place. Fortunately the
Clarksville, Tenn., Oct. 13. One of crop by knocking the bolls to the
propeller Onterora was near and gave
every assistance.
She transferred the serious features of the damage ground and filling them with dirt,
about 150 pasengers to the shore, done to the cotton crop in the storm wind will blow it out and the hot sun
while the rest remained aboard. From affected area of Mississippi, Alabama will dry It so that it is not of good
the stories told b the passengers and Louisiana, Arkansas and Tennessee Is quality when ginned.
The modern cotton crop is raised by
the captain of the Adirondack there the almost complete loss of the seed
was comarattvely little excitement crop which has been a source of large modern methods. There are no more
The seed big plantalons like those that were
considering the seriousness of acci- revenue to the planters.
is sprouting In the bolls in all this typical In tho south ' befo' de wan.'
dent.
section and the indications are that Traction engines, cotton plows and
Fuller Account of Same... .
yund eod tnttn,'ileg figure in the gtirre today.
Kingston, N. Y., Oct. 13. The night there will noi la to buy very
for rhe mills
much Tne, farmers makes more Money with
passenger Bteamcrs, Adirondack of left
In fact it is estimated that thetw win less trouble on their small farms and
the People's line of Albany, and the not
enough
left in the Missis the diversity of crops raised gives the
Saratoga of the Citizens' line of Troy, sipplbevalley to seed
planting de- tiiier of the soli advantages that were
furnish
collided near Glasco, t ,elve miles mands for the next season. The dam once undreamed of.
north of this city, at 1:13 this morn- age to the quality of cotton la the
Now everything from rice to cotton.
ing. Clarence Sherman of Melrose, area
very ' wheat to potatoes, celery, pears, peach
bv
storm
is
affected
the
N. Y., oiler on the Saratoga, was severe.
The storm was centered over es, grapes and watermelons is raised
killed, and George Horton, clerk on the Mississippi valley where
the bulk every year and the result Is that it
the Adirondack, is missing.
of the bender and staple cotton is stead of being forced to sell the cot
The collision occured in a dense grown and buyers who have sold ton crop as soon as It Is picked, the
fog which prevented the pilots of short of this class will encounter ex- grower can get along by marketing
either boat from seeing the other. treme difficulty In securing cotton some of his other products and hold
Both, It is thought, missed their bear that will match their earlier type ship- ing back the white harvest, that means
lugs. The Saratoga sustained the ments of samples.
solid cash, until prices are right. For
greater damage. The Adirondack was
several years the price has been
on her way to Albany and the Sara
around ten cents or over for all the
toga was en route to New York. The
cotton that was sold.
The Adirondack tore off the port side ATTORNEY GENERAL
The Texas farmer was never so In
or tne Saratoga, which listed to port,
dependent as today. He has his home
and, her boilers went overboard and
and his conveniences. He raises all
he needs and then has his cotton to
sank.
GIVES
OPINION
purchase the luxuries. If he needs
Sherman was killed Instantly by
money before he markets his crop he
flying timbers.
Muny passengers on
can get It through the Cotton Grow'
the Saratoga were knocked overboard
ers' association. He sends to Cleve.
by the force of the collision, but the
crews of both boats assisted In res He Replies to Inquiry of Hon. land or New York or some other place
for an automobile or a piano for his
cuing them and later they were
' W. B. Childers Regarddaughter and then he waits and sens
transferred to the city of Troy, land
when he gets ready.
ed at Tlvoll and sent to New York
ing Ballots.
New national banks have sprung
bv train.
up all over Texas In the last two
The passengers of both boats were
years and the farmers In nearly every
panic stricken and only the coolness
of the officers and crews prevented a NO NEED OF SEPARATE TICKET Instance are the biggest stockholders.
They have taken a fly Into the finanheavy loss of life.
cial world and there Is going to be no
The Saratoga was hauled to Glaswhile they are In
co dock, where .she anchored.
The The Question of Statehood May "high financing"
the saddle. They have arranged matofficers of the Saratoga say that the
ters, however, so that the fanner can
collision was unavoidable on account Be Settled on Ballot With Canpet. money Just us easy 8s the merof the fog. The Adirondack was able
didates by Plain Yes or No.
chant and it is no longer the farmer
to continue on her way to Albany.
going to the i:y man for n loan, it
is the farmer Kolng to his own bank.
Defective Brake Deal Death.
Ixis Angeles, Oct. 13. Defective Territory of New Mexico, Office of He has become more Intelligent in
every way and now Is really l.lng of
the Attorney General, Santa Fe.
brakes on a street car of the BrookOctober 11. 191)6.
the greatest state in the union, made
lyn avennue and Southern depot line
today caused an accident In which Hon. W. B. Childers, Member of State- so by King Cotton wl'h a safe adhood Committee, Albuqttertiqe, New mixture of diversities.
Eugene Peronar was killed outright
Mexico.
Cotton Is still the absolute monarch,
and twelve were seriously injured,
Dear Sir I have your favor of Oc- however, and will remain so always
four of whom will probably die. The
car plunged down a steep hill at ter- tober 9, regarding my opinion as to In Texas, but it dots not now control
whether the question to be submitted the farmer he controls it.
rific speed and dashed Into a telegraph pole, which ripped off the plat- to the voters of New Mexico uuder
form crowded with people. The car the statehood bill, approved June Hi. CLUB WOMEN HOLD
190G, can be printed and submitted
then turned over.
to the voters together with the names
of the delegates to the constitutional
CONVERTER EXPLODES AND
INTERESTING
MEETING
TWENTY SERIOUSLY HURT convention on the same ballot on
Chicago, Oct. 13. By the explosion which appears the candidate for delof a converter in the plant of the Il- egate to congress and candidates for
A novel feature of the literary prolinois Steel company at South Chi- legislative and county offices, stating
cago today about twenty workmen that something was said In the gov- gram presented by the Albuquerque
were badly burned, two of whom It ernor's proclamation, which would In- Woman's club at the rooms of the
dicate that he thought a separate bal- Commercial club yesterday afternoon
Is believed will die.
were three comprehensive papers on
lot was necessary.
GREAT DESTRUCTION F)fOM
At the time the governor's procla- the drama entitled: "The KIsh of the
BURNING CIGAR STUB mation was Issued, wit a reference to Drama," by Miss Bowers; "The DeMarshalltown, la., Oct. 13. A cigar the delegates to Uic constitutional velopment of the Drama." by Mrs.
stub left in the opera house at Brls- convention, it was unite probable that Hay, and "The Decay of the Drama,"
tow, Iowa, started a fire which deby Mrs. Ives. Mrs. Wilson discussed
in portions of the territory the elecstroyed the business section at an tion of delegates to the constitutional the Elizabethan age, reviewing
's
greatest literary period. Muearly huur today.
be
convention would
and in view of the fact that our ter- sical numbers were offered by Mrs.
Odd Fellow in Reunion.
ritorial election law prohibits any Felix Baca. Mrs. I.e Bar presided
13.
Oct.
Texas,
Iullas,
One of the
having his name printed on and after the program Mrs. Whltcomb
greatest reunions of Odd Fellows in candidate
the tickets or ballots of more than drilled the club in parliamentary tacthe United States took place in the one political organization, It was be- tics. Domestic science will receive
opera house here tonight, the occa- lieved thut a separate ballot on the the attention of the club at its meetsion being the production of the drastatehood question would be advisa- ing next Friday afternoon.
matized degrees of Odd fpllowshli ble. If not necessary. It is believed
by the Oak Cliff degree staff. Great now that each political party In evENGLISH EDUCATIONALIST TO
Interest wat centered In the proceed- ery county In the territory will nomVISIT THIS COUNTRY
ings and delegates from every state inate cundldates to tlio constitutional
New York, Oct. 13. Alfred Mose-ley- ,
Among those convention, and I can see no reason
In the Union attended.
the English educationalist, who
present from other states were team why the names of the candidates to sent a commission of Knglishmen, Incaptains and those most prominent the constitutional convention should terest
in education to America in
In the development if the ritual'stic not be printed on the same ballot l:i'i;i will arrive here in a few days
work of the order. The production used for names of county and territor- wl h r.oo teachers of English schools.
was the final result of three years' ial candidates.
The act of congress A committee led by Mr. Strauber
efforts in the finished dramatization providing for the election of dele- inuller of the department of education
of the four degrees of the subordin gates to the constitutional convenhas prepared a classification of the
ate lodge of Odd Fellowship, and was tion provides:
liulilic schools in the country in order
for the visitors to
the first of its kind ever prtseited
"That at the s:ud general election to make it possible
The proceedsee the kind of school in which, he or
in the United States.
ings were highly successful.
(Continued on page four.)
she i:; n.o.-- t Interested.

Stub of Cigar Fires Opera House
and Destroys Business Section
of Brlstow. Iowa.
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POLITICAL
OVER TEXAS Issues Proclamation Placing
Tennessee Farmer Kills Wife
and Six Children and
His Authority on the
Then Suicides.
Piatt Amendment.
And Was No Doubt Drawn
But Slight-L- os
An
Other Industries Stop .During
by District Attorney
geles Street Car Kills Five
Picking Season For the
STOLE THE SAME HORSE
INCOMPATIBLE RIGHTS
Clancy.
and Injures Twelve.
Lack of Hands.
EVERY TIME RELEASED
ARE HELD IN ABEYANCE

No One Able to Say Whence
It Came or Whither
It Went.
Differ
Fatality

People Have Not Yet Caught Contagion of American Unrest
and Ceaseless Activity.

Drm-he-

THE

SOUTHERN SKY

FERTILIIHSIONISHIG

On

IN

COLLISION

NUMBER 247

Eng-laud-
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Cuba, Oct. 13. Without formality,
excepting the issuing of an extraordinary copy of the Gaiette, the govern
ment of Cuba was transferred at noon
today by Secretary of War Taft to
Chas. E. Magoon.
Magoon Issued a proclamation in
assuming the government
of Cuba,
which differed from Taft's in referring
definitely to the Piatt amendment as
the authority for the intervention of
the United States and for all the exercises of power in the island.
Messrs. Taft and Bacon and General
Funston and their respectlves parties
will proceed northward on a battleship
at 4 o'clock this afternoon.
n
In his proclamation Governor
said:
"The policy declared and the assur
ances given by Secretary Taft will be
strictly adhered to and carried out.
As provisional governor, I shall exercise the powers and perform the
duties provided for by the third ar
ticle in the appendix to the constitu
tion of Cuba, for the preservation of
Cuban independence and the protection oi life and property. As soon as
consistent with the attainment
of
these ends, I shall seek to bring about
the restoration of the ordinary agen
cies and methods of government under
the general provisions of the constitution and laws, which for the time being would be inconsistent with the
exercise of powers provided for by the
third article1 of the appendix. These
must be deccied to be in abeyance. All
other provisions of the constitution
and laws continue in full force.' and
effect."
Mi-goo-

To Save Fallen Timber.
Vicksburg, Miss., Oct. 13. As the
timber blown down in Mississippi
by the recent gulf hurricane is In excess of what the saw mills can deal
with' for more than a year's time.
Lumbermen are considering how the
timber can be saved so as not to demoralize the market by an excessive
output. As the fallen timber should
be cut before it gets eaten wtth worms
it is probable that much of it will be
floated down the streams and shipped
to Europe as hewn timber as the local
mills cannot saw or handle all of it
.

BERNALILLO

COUNTY

DISTRICT COURT
SANDOVAL
GETS A DECISION
AGAINST
ALBRIGHT JURY
AWARDS OLIVE CORCORAN $2,000.

Twelve men decided today on Instructions of the court that Jesus Maria Sandoval is entitled to $5,360 of
the emoluments of the Bernalillo
county assessor's office collected by
Assessor George F. Albright. This
was the verdict of the Jury this
morning after a trial lasting over
about three hours, and came as a
surprise to those familiar with the
case. Sandoval was assessor of Bernalillo county at the time Sandoval
county was segregated from it. lie
and
lived In that part segregated
consequently lost title to the office,
according to the 'opinion of the Bernalillo board of county commissioners, who appointed Albright to the
vacancy. Sandoval sought to recover
17,500, but the court found that he
was not entitled to such a largo
amount. After serving faithfully the
remainder of the appointed term Albright was elected to the office he
now holds and is now candidate for

F. A. HUBBELL
CANDIDATE:

IS NOT
FOR

OFFICE

People Can Now See That All
This Work by Clancy Is Persecution Instead of Prosecution.
The grand Jury under the dictation
of the district attorney has returned
a lot of indictments against Fraak
A. Hubbell. One of these indictments
is an omnibus Indictment for fifty-twwarrants drawn upon the school fund
in the years 1903 and 1904, aggregating the sum of $1,519. Mr. Hubbell la
charged with embezzling this moner
and converting it to his own nse.
There never was any pretense on ths
part oi District Attorney Clancy that
Hubbell had ever converted any of
this money to his own use or that it
was not paid out for school purposes.
The question was whether it was
strictly paid out in accordance with
law or not. He has civil suits pend
ing against Hu obeli for the recovery
of this money npon Ms bond. Every
body knows Hubbell Is perfectly good
for the money. The question is
whether the amounts were properly
chargeable against the school funds.
and properly payable out of the school
funds upon warrants drawn by the
school
superintendent.
Several of
these items, or most of them, were involved In the charges made by the district attorney against Mr. Hubbell at
the time Governor Otero removed
him. And this took place in Angus.
lt05. There have been three successive grand Juries since that time la
the county of Bernalillo. The district
attorney saw fit to postpone the matter of securing any indictments
against Hubbell until the grand Jury
met immediately preceding the election.
The report of the grand Jury is
equally absurd so far as na administration of the county is concerned and
Is purely a political document and
o

--

Jkir, Hubbell is not a candidate upon
li.n ftu tint,
nn.1 flito
tha
"
IX.I1V.L
I ui. v..
" U . " ,'UU1.V...
null
is not called upon to defend him at
this time, except that the evident
purpose of the district attorney In-securing tnese indictments ana ins
consideration of the matters involved
in these indictments and getting u
this report, is purely political.
The Evening Citizen does not believe that the public will be deceived
by this movement on the part of th
district attorney, especially in ylew of
the fact that Hubbell is not a candidate before the public for any office at
this time. In due time, this paper has
no doubt be will be able to meet any
accusations made against him.
If Mr. Clancy would spend more
time in prosecuting criminals and securing convictions Instead of venting
his personal spleen and practicing politics at the expense of the funds ot
the public treasury it would probably
result in a more effective administration of the law In the district for
which he is district attorney.
The district attorney lias seen fit
to make five indictments out of this
matter, hut that not only conduces
to politics but it adds to the fees of the
district attorney. There is no reason
wny he should not have had fifty-tw- o
Indictments found.

ANOTHER

DAY

IN

THE

In the case of Olive Corcoran verGREAT BAIL GAME
sus the Albuquerque Traction company, tried yesterday, the jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff,
awarding her $2,000 for a sprained
Chicago, Oct. 13. Excitement over
ankle. Tho accident occurred last
winter at the corner of Gold avenue the baseball championship 'continues
and Second street, while she was at high tension. Before the game was
called today there was a general opinboarding one of the company's cars.
ion that the winner of today's contest
The terlrtorlal grand Jury made its would almost certainly win the series
final report late yesterday afternoon. because defeat would mean necessartype- ily the winning 'of two straight games,
The report covered fourteen
written pages and dealt with all de- acaptask whirs would be a heavy handiwhere tho clubs are so evonly
partments or the county government.
Among the nine indictments return- matched. The weather is ideal.
Grounds Crowded to Gates.
ed in the final budget was one against
At 1:15 every foot ot space inside
F. A. Hubbell, charging misappropriwest side park was occupied. At
ation of funds. Spurred on by Dis- the
1:40 the gates were ordered closed.
trict Attorney Clancy, the Jury
is estimated that five thousand
much valuable time to research, It
were outside, offering as high as $2t)
closing its labors three days later for
President Murphy said
than was expected at the close of last that entrance.
there were at leasti 25.0UH perweek.
sons inside.
Today's Batteries.
R. K. Twitchell, appearing for the
The batteries for today were. NaSanta Fe Hallway company, today
filed
a petition for condemnation tions, Keulback and Kling; for Ameriproceedings against parties owning cans, Walsh and Sullivan.
Heavy Batting Feature of Game.
lands In the southern part of the city
Heavy batting was the feature of
ueeded by the company for yard purposes. The style of the suit Is the the game. The Americans scored onu
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail- and the Nationals three in the first inway company against U V. Albers, ning. The Americans evened the
score with two runs in the third and
et al.
The lands to be condemned are added four more runs with the Nasmall holdings of U U. Albers. Ellas tionals one in the fourth inning. The
G. Garcia, et al., including house; score at the end of the fourth inning
Antonio Bratina, Mrs. Manuel S, Gar- stood Americans 7, Nationals 4.
cia, including bouse; Justo Gutierres,
three pieces; Hafael Sanches, Felipe The Central California Incorporated.
O'Bannon. Clara B. Montoya, et al.,
Oakland, Cal., Oct. 13. The CenJuanu B. Martinez, et al.. Mrs. O. A. tral California has been Incorporated
McKimiey and Thos. G. Apodaea.
by the Southern Pacific.
It will extend from miles on the latter's main
d
The criminal docket for Bernalillo Una to Dunbarton Point through
county will be called and cases set
City, San Mateo, and on to San
for trial by Judge Abliott on Monday Francisco, along the new Day Shore
morning at 9:oO.
passenger
cut off. Transcontinental
trains will use this route via the
has
Mrs. Elsie Griffith De Wolff
Point briuge and into the heari
brought suit for divorce against Wm. of New San Francisco. The main use
A. I'e Wolff.
T. F. Phelan appars of the Hue will Is for freight now
ferried over the bay from Oakland.
as attorney for the plaintiff.
ed
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Capron, president of a monument as
sociation that has been formed wun
he view of erecting a monument 10
the memory of the member of Roos
evelt's Rough Riders who foil In the
war ana wnose
SpanlsnAmeilean
bodies rest in Arlington cemetery,
that the
Mrs. Capron stated
Va.
movement lins received he contiai
approval of President Roosevelt. The
proposed monument is to be 01 Ver
mont granite, twelve feet high and
five feet square at the base. It la
proposed to have the names of ail
members of the Rough Killer regi-meon the shaft, and the estimated
cost Is $247,600. The funds arc to
bo raised by popular subscription.
Mrs. Capron Is the widow of Cap- tiiin Capron, Jr., who was In chnrge
Riders.
of troop !, of the Hough
Vhn the regiment entered the bat- le of Ias Gnaslmns on June 24, 1S!)8,
Captain Capron asked permission to
lead his troops, and was killed short
ly after the opening of the batno.
Hamilton Fish, Jr.. was killed about
the same time. It was one of me
first engagements with the Spaniards,
occurring about a week
the
bat tie of San Junn.
Major A. K. Capron, Sr., was near
the scene of the same battle, but was
engaged in unloading his artillery at
the time. He contracted fever while
In the service and died soon after returning to the United States. Doth
bodies are interred In Arlington cemetery. The Cpron family has been
connected with army iiistory since
the Revolutionary war.
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Drinking Cups
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

of the man who should be working for youT
wouid pludly lend you moneyt
!
of the nia
like to buy your horsT
'fha
n.'ifl
the
of
of the man who would buy an interest In your business?
of the man who would btiy that lot of ground?
of the man who would buy your old bicycler

...

wi-u-

Health Insurance in its
Cheapest Form

t5

I

ALBUQUCKQUC

Citizen Want Ads, FurnisH you
na3oo emtlwlioaddresses
are
of people
"Neccexsary to YoJf Prosperity"

Gfttf

ror

Invalids
Tourists and
School Children

witfo

13, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

tie

DO YOU WANT TUB
NAME, AND ADDRESS

OCTOBER

-

New Mexico

ccpiioi snd surplus, $soo,ooo

t

5c 3 for 10c

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED.

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

WANTED A kin- - Call 20D North
mn-m- ir
rTT-'-- ?
Second strict.
mi
in
pressor.
Vhtow
WANTED A cleaner ana
m mm tat. ba pW mnthlr.
MmAm
Furniture. Pianos,' Organs, Horses, I
At Brown's cleaning and pressing On
Sold bytht
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
1
lidi Inovo ci AppllcaUoo
Silver avenue.
aitortWif
works.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE; REWANTED Help furnished and em CEIPTS, as low as flO and as high as
r
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
af um pnar.
ployment of all kinds secured $200. Loans are quickly made and
mi
liT
7
.
d U
afcsaU b
ddl
promptly. Call on, write or phone strictly private. Time: One month
Itoui
Lvmfta.
ConruiT.
imumm
205 East Railroad Ave.
Colburns Employment agency. 109 to one year glren. Goods remain in
West Sliver avenue. Auto Phone 270 your possession. Our rates are reasonVVAN'l ED
Geutleuien's second-han- d
able. Call and see us before borrowALVARADO PHARMACY
clothing. No. 615 South first street, ing.
I S3
Colorado I "5
south ot viaduct. Senu address and
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
First St. tod Cold Ayobut
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. Steamship tickets to and from all
parts oi the worm.
WANTED Salesman to place Jewelry
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
TIRKITORIAL REPUBLICAN TICKET
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
and Solicits
department with general trade In
UNIVERSITY
NOTES
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
315 West Railroad Ave.
New Mexico, high commissions with
OFFICE3.
PRIVATE
Permanent
100 monthly advance.
A RELIABLE DENTIST
Open Evenings.
position for capable salesman. Jew-trlThe earthquake shock felt yesterday SEEK
Ot nCERS AND DIRECTORS
unnecessary.
experience
Jess
p 7: v"
very
especially
was
distinct,
afternoon
Mich
Co.,
Solomon
Detroit,
Luna,
H.
Smltn
President:
W. S. Strlckler. V. P. and Cashier; W. J
building.
Teeth
in the administration
Full Set of
JohnBon, . sst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. c. Baldrldge. SoloWANTED Salesman; experienced in
96
Gold Crowns
mon :.una, A. M. Blackwell. Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
A University choir consisting of six
any line to sell general trade in
$1.50 up
Gold Filling
teen voices Is practicing frequently. Painless Extracting
An unexcelled speNew Mexico.
50c
Miss Huggett la acting as leader at
cialty proposition; to fill vacancy
present.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
GUAR- November 1, for the balance of this Close in on North Fifth, at a bargain
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY
this week.
year and 1907. Commissions with
ANTEED.
light
in
Classes
gymnastics have
$35 weekly.
The Continental Jewbeen formed with Prof. Cadby as In
elry company, Cleveland, Ohio.
will
on
structor. These classes
meet
WANTED Men and women in each Also 5 room house, close in, lowlands,
Mondays and Fridays at 3:30 p. m.
county as field managers to reprefor $2700.00.
For Delegate to Congress
Prnf. Hodgin read a paper on "Jusent, advertise and distribute samI
ples of our goods. Salary $80.00
Courts" at the meeting of the
WILLIAM H. ANDREWS, venile
weekly, and cash
Ten Duns, held nt the home of Mr.
per
paid
month,
B. F. CO PP.
of Bernalillo County.
M. E. HIckey last Tuesday evening.
advanced for expenses. No capital
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
or expenience necessary. Position
Esplnosa
Prof.
has received a thesis
110 West Gold Ave.
permanent.
Northwestern
Address
COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET
LEGAL NOTICE.
by Dr. Hill of Colorado college on
Co., Dept. 2 K, 338 Wabash avenue,
OmCERB AND DIRECTORS
page
Spanish."
'mew
Every
Mexican
Chict-go- ,
III.
For Council
John
of
Testament
Will
and
Last
S.
JOSHUA
RAYNOLDS
of tne pamphlet
contains material
President
VVILLlAll B. CHILDERS.
BACON & BASHINSKY
Condon, Deceased.
FOR SfcNT.
M. W. FLOURNOY
contributed by Prof. Espinosa, who Is
Vice President
perhaps
highest
authority on the
the
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
To O. N. Marron and Patrick Kalla- - FOR RENT Rooms for light house
For Representatives
subject In the country.
keeping. 509 West Gold avenue.
R. A. FROST
GEORGE A. KASEMAN
Cashier
her, executors
and devisees, Mrs.
Assistant
AN3
ESTATE
LOANS
REAL
H. F. RAYNOLDS
furnished
MODESTO C. ORTIZ
Director
Several games have bet-- played be- Mary Condon Specht, Minnie Condon, FOR RENT Three-roohouse, with bath, close in. No. 108
205 West Gold
Auto Phone 678
tween the "Regulars" and the "scrub Edward Condon, David Condon, Jr.,
street.
St.
County
John
Commissioners
U.
For
DEPOSITORY
football teams the past week. So far Sisters of Mercy of Memphis, Tenn..
8EVER0 SANCHEZ
Memphis, FOR RENT New
Hospital,
Joseph'B
modern
honors are about even-- In Thursday's St.
Capital
Authorized
$500,000.09
MAYO
cottages. Frank Ackermin, Grant PROFESSIONAL
J. B.
game Peavy received a severe twist of 'lenn.; the Sisters of Charity of Cin
CARDS
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,000.00
oullding.
the ankle which laid him up- for sey- cinnati, O.; Sisters of Charity of the
For Probate Judge
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
eral days. The first game of the Leavenworth Branch, A. M. Manda-lar- l, FOR RENT Four-roofur
house,
LAWYERS.
ISIDRO SANDOVAL
season will be played this afternoon
superior of the Dominican Order
nished. Inquire at 234 North Wal
with the Indian school team.
in charge of St. Peter s church at
ter
street.
Ira M. BOntf.
For Probate Clerk
Memphis, Tenn.; Thos. S. Byrne,
RENT Neaily furnished irout ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
NESTOR MONTOYA.
Prof. Richards at the assembly per bishop of Nashville, Tenn.; sister su FOR
room for light housekeeping,
406 N. W., Washington, D. C Pensions,
iod yesterday morning discussed the perior of St. Joseph s hospital at Al
North Arno street, Highlands.
lands, patents,
copyrights, caveats,
question "Does Your Time Spent as a buquerque,
For Sheriff
N. M., and to all whom it
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well-fu- r
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
THOMAS S. HUBBELL
Student Pay?" He showed that, tak may concern:
Ing even the most calculating view of
nished rooms for housekeeping. 524
R. W. D. Bryan.
You are hereby notified that the al
West Railroad avenue.
education, the time spent in going to leged last
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
For Assessor
John
of
will and testament
Four-rooque,
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
N. M. Office,
cottage, fur
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
school brings returns In dollars and Condon, late of the county of Berna- FOR RENT
First National
cents. Tlie salary of educated men lillo
nished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten Bank building.
Mexico, deterritory
New
of
and
averages
$1,000
per
year
Treasurer and
Collector
.
minutes' walk from street car line.
at least,
E. W. Dobso.i.
and lead
CAPITAL,
while the average salary of the un ceased, has been produced county
$100,000.00
C ED. NEWCOMER
"FOR RENT Houses from 3 to"
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
of
probate
court
in
of
the
the
per
year,
educated laborer Is 1450
Mock,
well
M.
Albuquerque,
rooms,
N.
rooms,
modern;
store
also
New
Mexico,
SURPLUS
AND
Bernalillo,
territory
of
PROFITS,
.
.
.
,
22,000.00
County
Superintendent
This
School
Rjchards
Far
fact Prof.
used to show
W. H. McMllllon, real estate broker,
regular term thereof,
DENTISTS.
J. A. MILLER
mat tne earning capacity is more at an onadjourned day
211
Gold
avenue.
vest
of October, 1906,
the 1st
than double by spending four years held
Interest Paid on 'lime Deposits
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
wesT
and the day of the proving of Bald al FOR KENT Residence, 709
For Surveyor
in college.
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts o; the Wond
Gold avenue. Six rooms and bath
Dental Surgeon.
leged last will and testament was by
DON J. RANKIN
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
Rent $35 per month. Apply morn
order of the Judge of said court there
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company
ings, or to Mrs. John F. Pearce.
upon fixed for Monday, the 5th day of
OF
For Constitutional Convention
November, A. D. 190G, term of said FOTl RETiTPleasant airy, well fur Both 'phones. Appointments made by
Delegates
We Want Your
nished rooms, with modern improve- mall.
court, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon of
Business
H. F. RAYNOLDS
ments. Apply at store, 522 Blast
OIL MAN MARRIED said day.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
M. E. HICKEY
No. 306 Railrid avenue.
Marquette avenue, corner of north
Office
seal
Given. under my hand and
T. N. WILKERSON
the
- . I
. .
Jt
p. m.; 1:30
Broadway.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:
T. C. GUTIERREZ
iiiig 1, uity
ui 4iius court IL1
ui ui'iuuui,
DIRECTORS
E. W. DOBSON
FOR RENT Apartments
in Par p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
BECOMES WIFE OF FORMER OFFI A. I). 1906.
O. N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon.
I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
A. E. WALKER,
View terrace, eight rooms each; pointments made by mall.
1). H. cams. J. A. Weinman.
CER OF THE NORWEGIAN
F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.
steam heated, and all other modern
Probate Clerk.
PHYSICIANS.
NAVY.
HELP WANTED
conveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19,
Torments of Tetter and Eczema Al
urant Block.
Drt.
R. L. HUST.
layed.
Bridgeport
Oct. 13. The
Conn..
RENT A six room two-stoOffice,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
AT LACUNA DAMS1TE marriage of Johanues Schiott. for
The Intense Itching characteristic FOR
T
brick house, corner of Sevonth
Tuberculosis
treated with HigV
merly an officer In the Norwegian of eczema, tetter and like skin disstreet and Tljeras avenue. Inquire Frequency Electrical Current and
navy, then a sailor and subsequently eases is Instantly allayed by applying
at Lommori & Mattenccl, 624 West Germicide. Treatments given each
RANSACKING THE RESERVATION a chauffeur, to Miss May Esther Bel Chamberlain's Salve, and many se1 ijeras avenue.
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
permanently
vere
cases
have
been
lord, daughter of a
FOR LABORERS AT 11.75
Both 'phones.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms nurse In attendance.
by
by
all
use.
sale
For
cured
its
Standard Oil man, again verifies the
A DAY.
houses
housekeeping,
flats
and
for
UNDERTAKER.
druggists.
old adage, "Love conquers all." Mr,
also ranch. Will take parties to
George K. Brown, custodian of the Schiott was a lieutenant in the Nor
Colo., Red 115.
NOTICE FOa PUBLICATION.
board. Apply at 110 East Coal av Auto, 'phone 316.
Indians on the reservation south of wegian navy, wnen, two years ago,
A. BORDERS.
enue.
Mrs.
Norrls.
Phoenix, received notice that the ne came to tne united States on Department of the Interior, Land Of
Commercial
Club Building. Black
osrtractor on the Iaguna dam work leave of absence. While attending a
and White Hearse, $5.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22, FOR RENT Nicely furiasued rooms,
$1.25
was prepared to enter Into a con- concert by his brother. Christian
to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
ARCHITECTS.
per night. Also rooms for light
tract for Indian labor up to the num- Schiott, a distinguished pianist, in 1906.
housekeeping.
ber ot 304, says the Republican. The Brooklyn, the lieutenant met Miss
The Minneapolis
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
House, 524 South Second street, Building, Albuquerque,
a day of eight hours, to Bedford. Having called at the Bed Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has
mr i
N. M.
Both
Albuquerque, N. M.
vhich contractors on government ford home a few times he went back filed notice of "nis Intention to make
Phones.
r
work ar held down.
proof In support of
to Norway and resigned his commis final
AND
TGft SALE.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
There are a few of the Indians of sion In the navy. Mr. Bedford and his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
SALE Fire wood at the Su
Mr. Brown's Jurisdiction at the dam hia family went to their summer 6312, made April 22, 1901, for the NW FOR
perlcr Lumber and Planing Mill Co,
J. R. Farwell.
SW
sow. but be thinks he can find a home at Green Farm, bIx miles from
Section 4, Lots 3 and 4.
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
xreat many more. The Indian Is as this city, early this summer to re Section 5, Lots 1 and 6, Section 8, and FOR SALE $5,000 Bhares in eoo-uopd investment.
Address F., Citi
3,
cunoniicaI or hours as his white main until late In the fail. Mr. Schl Lot
Section 9, Twp. 12 N,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
zen onlce.
said proof will be
roJer, so that he prefers to work ott came to Bridgeport and obtained Range 6 E, and
Thos, K. D. Maddison.
far the government for the same per a position as mechanic and chauf made before the Probate Clerk at Ber- I' OR SALE Washington
machine,
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 West
geared handcar, and gentle burro,
altera. There are several of the In- leur in a garage at small pay, but nalillo, N. M., on November 5, 1906.
Gold avenue.
He names the following witnesses to
each, 1009 South Arno.
dians working for'the Southern Pa- this did not uppeur to matter much
SB81
cific on the Colorado river project, to him; he wanted to be near Miss prove his continuous residence upon, rOK SALE A good young horse, for
RODERICK STOVfcf, E. E.
land,
viz:
of,
cultivation
and
but they have to put In ten hours.
the
or
ruling
driving;
gentle and reli
Hedtord and he was
While
Nestor Gonzales of Hagan, N. M.;
Transportation Is furnished the In- much devoted to thesatisfied.
able. Aimlv to Thome's nastnre
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
young woman
dians by the agency as far as Yuma, the former lieutenant did not neglect Jacobo Gutierrez of Las Placltas, N. rOlt SALE Furniture of
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
and from there to the Laguna dam-sit- e, ins worn aim in a Bhort time so M.; Jose F. Gutierrez of Las Placltas
Gas
and gasoline engines a specialty.
house, complete, at bargain. House
fifteen miles, it costs them 50 pleased his employers that he was N. M. Andres Armljo of Las Placltas,
906 West Railroad avenue. Autotor
rent
buyer
to
if
Call
desired.
M.
rats for stage fare. The contract- - appointed secretary to
matic 'phone, 179.
daytime. Apply 313 South Arno
connmnv N.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
em prefer unmarried Indians, but if Considerable opposition thewas offered
rOR
SALE
Furniture for sale and
Register.
A Young Mother at 70.
they are married they are allowed to by Miss Bedford's parents, but they
house for rent. Inquire 116 South
-- o"My mother
sring their wives and children. The iiimnj Kuve in, wun me result as
has suddenly been
street.
ii'Kii
women are furnished employment in above stated.
made young ut 70. Twenty years of
Miss Bedford
Is
KOIl SALE Saddle, pony; also se
COMING EVENTS
intense suffering from dyspepsia had
the cook houses and elsewhere about uionue. very preily. and as plucky
mil nana nucgy and saddle. W. H
(he amp.
entirely
disabled
her, until six
as sue n pretty.
McMillion, 211 West Gold avenue
months ago, when she began taking
There is a curious arrangement by
6. Mahara's Minstrels.
November
FOR SALE Two choice lots in the Electric Hitters which have completewhich, though the Indian is comBlood Poisoning
November 8. My Frknd From Arpelled to pay his fare from Yuma to rtuiis irom enronic constipation kansas."
tract, for $300. One-'hlr- d
ly cured
her and restored
the
eash, balance $10 a month. A bar strength and activity she had in the
the dainsite, his squaw and papooses which is quickly cured by Dr. King's
14 The maid and the
November
gain.
Sep
awe carried free. If the Indian works New Life puis.
H
S
K'nli'hf
prime of life," writes Mrs. W. L.
They remove! all Mummy.
rlUlt SALE
M long as thirty days the contract- poisonous germs fn-n- the system and November 15. Uncle Josh.
of Danforth, Me. Greatest
A handsome Hardman
or pays his fare back to the reserva- iHiu&B new me anil vigor; cure sour November 6 Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Piano, in fine condition and almost restorative medicine on the globe.
tion.
new, at a bargain.
sioinacn. nausea, headache, dizziness
Por nnrtlIcu Sets stomach.,
liver and kidneys
December 10 The Holy City.
formerly all the employes on the and colic, without griping or discom
lars. call at this office.
right, purities the blood and cures
"OLD RELIABLE."
ESTABLISHED 1873.
14 King of Triumphs.
December
work were charged a hospital fee of ron.
malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
Guaranteed by all drug
b A LE
29. Hooligan's Troubles. run
i.eneral
December
luticUaiidise
$
l a month, taken out of his first gisis.
business on the El Paso and South Wonderful nerve tonic. Price 50c.
December 31 My Wife's Family.
reek's wages.
That Is slightly
western In eastern New Mexico, Guaranteed by all druggists.
hanged now. The same hospital fee
stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine
fs rharged. but It Is paid weekly, at
MUSIC LESSONS.
for right party. Can exall
which
an
Is
ordeal
plain good reason for selling.
the rate of 25 cents.
a
Prof.
N.
DiMauro, the violinist,
women approach with
cality healthiest In New Mexico.
gives lessons on the violin and manInquiries to this pa.per.
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
indescribable fear, for
dolin.
Guaranteed to lie the best
TO ROUGH
nothing compares with I'OR SALE The Minneapolis Houue, teacher in Albuquerque. Any one do
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
at a bargain, Mu3t be sold. Forty siring lessons address general delivthe pain and horror of
f ur rooms, all newly furnished, ery, city.
in the Southwest.
child-birtthought
The
RIDERS IS PROPOSED
painted and papered. The best payof the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
ing property In Albuquerque. Any
OVERCOATS.
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and cahts over her a
otter acceptable. Call or address C.
AND
for sale
Unredeemed overcoats
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
MOVEMENT TO ERECT ONE IN shadow of gloom which cannot he fchaken off. Thousands of women
pawn
brok
cheap
Rosenfleld'B,
at
the
NATIONAL CEMETERY AT
Albuquerque, N. M.
have found that the use of Mother's Friend d ring pregnancy robs
RAILROAD AVENUE.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
er the man you can trust.
ARLINGTON.
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
After all, there wasn't anything so
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
While the project for erecting the and child. This scientific liniment is a god-sen- d
to all women at the womli-r- nl in President Roosevelt's BREAD
and take no other.
wii, the sailors. He has aten
time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend ejtiim
RowKh Rider memorial in Prescott,
buiuin-lof times wilh the Koosevelt
Aris., Is going along nicely, it is carry women safely through the penis of child-birtbut its tie hoys.
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
learned that another movement has gently prepares the system for the
coining event, prevents "morr.in;,'
been started for the erection of a sickness,"
Tru'V ovrrriime Wriknm, trrttraDEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
Mrs. Coverdals has on display all
disand
other
rr
Inn! v mii oniiiuit,iin
viffur
nun a mint to the Rough Riders burof
IlStlUft- Stllli llUUIll "
the
millinery.
latest
A
in
new
ideas
comforts of this period.
I lie luvrn"
ti u " lu jr ii
SHERaiAN-WILLIAMied in the national cemtery at
fflffiltfttl
3 H?mf7Th &
PAINT Covers more, oo..g best, wears the
iiliHaf
and complete line of the newest
tuyirUat woiimiihouJ. body,
Sold by all druggists at
Concerning it the
hit
of ititfNiis nd
longest, most economical; full measure.
H
things
just
from
east.
received
the
rqt&U
wt.Hieu
known
fT
U
tJ
U
says:
Always
in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement. Paint
EUILDiNii PAPER
$l.oo per bottle. Hook
per
fjts T. Philpot of the ituited States containing valuable information
Glass, Sash, Doers, Etc.
TONIGHTI TONIGHTI
v mull.
free.
"lit y
$1$ TONIGHT!
lA.
F
secret servic office rect-ivea let- CHEMICAL
MGTT
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
yesterday from Mn. Allyn K. The Bradheld Regulator Co., Atlanta, Gs. U
FOR SALE BY - .ANN ft SON.
ELEPHANT.
w
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MONEY to LOAN
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TWO LOTS

$8

POR TERFIELD CO.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

m

five-roo-

STATE NATIONAL BANK

Banking

Ji

EDM

6,

ry

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

e

hi

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

46-4-

91-7-

5

ALBUQUERQUE

five-yea-

LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

tat

five-roo-

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citizen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read.
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BALDRIDGE
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13, 1906.

KNIGHTS OF COL- LAST

CRAIG GOLD BRICK

OF

OAMOND S

UMBUS TO HOLD

EVENING CITIZEN.

IN

RESOLVED

LONDON

SOLD

COvE5-D0UTB-

from El I'aso, dated
A dispatch
Octolier 1". says:
The last of the famout Craig or
Silberberg diamonds weie disposed
of todav to the California Jewelry
company of San Francisco for $12,i0i.
The sale was made by Silberberg;
brothers, to whom
pawned them about four years ago.
The diamonds were given to Mrs.
Tuck by her millionaire husband In
New York, and when she met Silberberg, who had up to that time been
a special edition newspaper mm, she
fell In love with him and they left
with the diamnods for Europe.
In Europe Silberberg posed as J.
Coleman Drayton, the New York millionaire, and forged checks for big
sums. He also had a love escapade
with a woman of nobility and was
Imprisoned at Baden Baden. To obtain his release Mrs. Tuck pawned
her diamonds In Londov and they
went to Siam, where the emperor
dined them. Silberberg posing at the
time as a wealthy English nobleman
with a long string of race horses
which he bought with checks to
which he forged the Englishman's
name.
From Slam, after securing a railadventurer
the
road concession,
"worked" Japan and Manila and
came back to the United States.
From California he drifted Into El
Paso In a special car and opened up
as "Craig, the wonderful palmist."
Women flocked to him and he Induc
ed Mrs. Mary A. McHatton, a wealtny
woman, to go to London with him
and take the diamonds out of pawn,
marrying her in St. Louis on the
Cralg-Sllberbe-

out-of-to-

Once back here, he took the jewels
from her and pawned them with Sil
berberg brothers.
The government
contended that, as the diamonds were
not "declared." when the couple returned from England with them, they
were smuggled and the diamonds
were seized. Craig skipped to MeX'
Ico and Silberberg fought the case in
the federal courts for two years, n
nally winning.
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QUICK

MOST
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CEASE

WITH
OUT PERMIT SPECIAL AGENT
DEZENDORF SECURES TWO
INDICTMENTS.

IN

IIS

jrrtary

Trmgrr.

Successors to
MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI A OIOMI.
WHOLCmALg DKALKItm IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

E

BECAUSE VoU 11AVF! MO
CLOTHES TcR OCCASIONS

The experience of two people who
lctiitis of
narrowly escaped being
one of the American "gold brick
bands is related In this week's Truth.
says a cablegram
from ljnnon.
These persons were on the point of
going back to the United States with
7.000 pounds sterling, $35,000, in hard
cash, to be paid over to one of the
swindlers, when their bankers' cau
tion and a paragraph in Truth con
e
rogue with
cerning the
whom they had been In negotiation
deterred them.
The opening act of the 8 ...die Is
to address from America letters to
some man recently
deceased and
whose will has been proved. The letters are designed to imply that the
dead man had been, unknown to his
family, affording financial assistance
to some unknown In the far west, familiarly known as "Thomas," who
was engaged in prospecting for gold.
The letter announces that "Thomas' "
operations have (been rewarded by
the discovery of a mine of surpass
ing wealth and that he has decided
to convey a half share of the property to his benefactor In England.
In the present Instance Mrs. S. and
were tempted to
her brother-in-lago to New York and meet "G. James
Cromwell," who wrote the letters.
He showed them a sample of what
looked like gold, as big as a tennis
ball. "Thomas," he said, "had sev
enty-thre- e
sacks of similar stuff, val
ued at $1,500,000. It then appeared
that the vein of gold encroached on
the adjoining property, but the own
er was unaware of It, so they had to
go cautiously to work antf purchase
the land from him. The man only
wanted a modest sum of $35,000 for
It, and after numerous
interviews
Mrs. S. and her relative came back
to England to get this sum.
Their banker, however, asked them
the reason for drawing such a large
sum, and his suspicions saved them
from being duped. Truth states that
this swindle Is being tried on somebody in Great Britain almost every
day with a sufficient percentages of
successes to make it profitable.

O. Oacbecbl.

Consolidated Liquor Company

W

katp rirythlna la Hook l oatfit lb
most fatldloa$ bar eomplata

ii

been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jo. &.
8chlltx, Wm, Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBryers Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mot,
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention).
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Hut sell the straight article aa received by us iruui the best rtitertoai
lilBtlliertes and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect owr
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prteo List,
Issued to dealers only.
Hav

At Elks Opera House. In This Romantic Career of Swindler New Variation of Old Swindle
Sliberberg Recalled by
Practiced by Americans
City, on Sunday.
With Some Success.
the Sale.
October 21.
All arrangements have been complete! for the Knights of Columbus
initiation which takes place In the
Klks' lodge room Sunday, October 21.
With characteristic western spirit
the local council will give a splendid
demonstration of Columbianlsm. No
expense or labor has been spared by
the energetic committee in charge to
make the day a grand success. The
knights will be
number of
greater than ever before In the history
of the local council. A highly successful team from Chicago will make
special trip to Albuquerque to confer
the major degree.
The program for the day as out
lined by the committee on arrangements will hesrin at 7 a. m., with a
solemn high mass and trained choir,
at whleti Bishon Pitaval of Santa Fe,
N. M., will deliver a short appropriate
sermon on the day. All the members
and candidates will receive holy com
munion in a body at this mass. The
Initiation exercises proper will begin
uromptly at 1 p. m. The following
local team has been selected to ex
emplify he first two degrees: T. E.
Oargan. O. K.; J. B. McManus, D. G.
K.:. J. H. Ollphant, C; R. J. Arther,
W.: H. B. Wallenhorst. I. O.; L. T
Delaney, F. S. The Knights of Columbus choir, under the direction of M.
P. Kelly, will render the musical features of the exercises.
Owing to the very large number of
applications for membership into the
order tt has been decided to limit the
number of the class to fifty. As .this
number has already been reached a
number of applications will be held
over until the regular spring Initiation
The following is a list of those who
have already qualified for membership
In the order:
William Beauchamp. Patrick J. McShane, Earl Wilson, W. T. Doherty,
FTank Kruske, Patrick OGrady. Chas
F. McDermott, Charles J. Berger,
Thos. G. Laharge, Owen W. Kane,
Herman Glostetter, Emil Glostetter.
Jos. H. Asselln, J. ,1. Fogarty, Larry
Martin
A. S.
McDonald,
Johnson,
Klopf, James Peters, John Hildebrand,
P. U. Maloney, W. R. Zenz. G. R.
Patridge, Henry J. Harrison A. Chau-vlGorman Belknap, Thos. Millett,
Jr., Bernard O'Laughlin. R. J. O'Her-on, J. S. Erangie, Martin J. uyrnes,
J. P. Blnkert. Geo. H. Boyle, Albert
Butts, William Chisholm. M. Alphon-su- s
Skees. T. A. O'Brien, T. J. Lawler,
J. R. Arruiio. P. G. Sanchez. A. S.
TeSVi'er?ThoY M.Danahy, P. E. Giral- -

Chat Mfltnl,

O. Olomt. Vice President.

the

THRIVING IN

COLD RAIH

INITIATION

J. P. Eakln, President.

THAT EVERY ONE SHOULD
BE PRE PARED T&R A RAIMY
IW- - Dorrr BE like
GRASSHOPPER WHEN IKE
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A Perfect God Send
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toivncHT rto. e
RAINY DAY-- WILL CoME,
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That Albuquerque is Blessed With Gas

.SUR.E AS

CLOUDS COME INTO THE .SKY. WHEN THE bid
WET DROPJ BEdlN To TUMBLE YOU'LL NEED A
MACKINTOSH.
THIJ MAY BE AT NI6HT WHEN
OUR, STORE lS CLOSED. So WHY NOT PREPARE
FOR THE "RAINY DAY" AND THE RAINY NIGHT
WHILE YOU CAN? NoW-A-DATHEY MAKE
MACKINTOSH OVERCOATS THAT WILL NOT
ONLY KEEP orF THE WET BUT ALSO THE COLD.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT BY INSTALLING A
GAS HEATER AND RANGE. COME PAY US A VISIT.
WE WILL BE DELIGHTED TO 8EE YOU AND WILL
CHEERFULLY SHOW YOU OUR COMPLETE LINE
OF GAS HEATERS AND RANGES. ALL SIZES, ALL
KINDS. WE HAVE JU8T THE ONE TO 8UIT YOU.

YS

ONE CRAVENETTE, HOW MUCH?
A GOOD CRAVENETTE FOR $1 5.00.

A FINE CRAVENETTE FOR $20.00.
A CRAVENETTE WON'T KEEP THE RAIN OUT
OF YOUR FACE. YOU'LL NEEE AN UMBRELLA
TOO.
UNBRELLAS, TO LOSE OR LEND, FROM $1.50
TO

I

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Pcier Co.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

$2.50.

V

m91mm

SWELL SILK UMBRELLAS FROM $3.00 To $5.00.
REMEMBER A SILK UMBRELLA IS A GOOD
THING TO GIVE A FRIEND FOR A PRESENT.
IN
FACT FOR PRESENT PURPOSES UMBRELLAS

THE

ARE JUST AS "FINE AS SILK."
RESPECTFULLY,
'SIMON STERN,
THE R. R. AVE. CLOTHIER.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

-

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber,' Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marquette

BEAUTIFUL SOUTHERN GIRL
CHRISTENS NEW U. S. CRUISER

SILVER

are right

Roofing

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Our Prices

ANTICIPATED

Fttote

Our Work
''"

is right

ON GOVERNMENT LANDS

dl.

The banquet, which is being made
a feature of this year's doings, will
surpass anything ever attempted by
th Albuaueraue council. A thousand
Frederick C. Dezendorf, chief spe-na- l
yards of bunting in royal purple, cardi- and gold, tastily draped by an cial agent of the general land office for
exDert decorator, will conioletely cove' ivew Mexico and Arizona, spent sev
the wails of the banquet hall. The eral days last week at Las Cruces and
the attention of the United
same color effect will be carried outsailed
'
with the electric lights. The numerous States grand Jury in sessions there
emblems of the order will be artistic- - to cases or illegal timber cutting in
As a result
ally shown in draped designs about the Organ mountains.
the tables and walls. A raised band of his visit indictments were returned
platform will seat one of the best against two men who were acused of
loca orchestras fullv uniformed. To naving cut timDer on government iana
the sweet music of the orchestra a unlawfully and they entered pleas of
dozen colored waiters will anticipate guilty when they were arraigned in
every wish of each individual knight. court. Mr. Dezendorf stated that the
The committee, who are caring for government has decided to put a stop
this feature of the day's exercises, to the cutting of timber on the public
is: ,f. n. Johnson, V. Comeau, J. W. domain and hereafter it will not be al
PresM, M. S. Tierney, J. S. Beaven, lowed unless a permit has been grant
ed and then only under government
T. F. Pinkert.
Cne hundred and sixty thousand supervision. The objection to the In
men, principally In the United States discriminate cutting of timber Is that
arid Canada, have been assembled in those who have been doing It in the
the fraternal order, known as the past have been in the habit of leaving
Knights of Columbus. The foundation dead trunks and brush piles on the
principles of this order are charity, ground and increasing Ihe danger of
unity, brotherly love and patriotism. torest fires. If a tree Is cut down un
There is nothing new in any of these der government regulations the limbs
principle.--.
and the limbs
Their necessity will bo must also be
readily acknowledged by the most alone cannot be cut leaving the dead
oarolef-observer of human life, and trunk. Permits may lie secured upon
it may be said with some truth that application at the federal land office
the principles are trite und, by them- and complying with the rules laid
selves, devoid of inspiration except down by the government.
under peculiar circumstances.
Yet these principles have served as
the foundation of the Knights of Co- CAPTURE OF STOCK THIEF
lumbus, and continue to serve. The
tremendous success of the order canIN NORTHERN NEW MEXICO
not be due simply to the worth or tne
principles themselves, for other orders
have had principles equally as worthy,
yet have j erished or have become inNews from Las Vegas is to the effamous.
fect that Santiago Padilla. alias SanIt is tvhlcnt. therefore, that what. tiago Pena, an alleged notorious
distinguished the Knights of Colum- stock thief, was captured at Kafael,
bus a powerful, growing society, from Union county. New Mexico, by Wildecadent or
ones with liam ISoyian. and was brought to
equally worthy fundamentals, is either that city Monday.
had been
the application of the principles' by employed by Buy lunI'adi'.la
on his ranch,
tae liiemliers or the presentation of and il is charged,
borrowed a horse
the principles to the members. That
to go to a dance. When
continued success must be due. In ostensibly
be
not return an investigation
considerable measure, to both presen- was did
made and It was found he changtation and application is
The presentation of the principles ed horses at another ranch. ISoyian,
followed him for over
is achieved through the method term- witliweefriends,
k, and finally overtook him.
Here, by aj propriute a
ed degrees.
rhetoric, snilful division of duties, When discovered it is said he was
careful selection of accessories, nov- driving eleven head of cattle, eight
elty and force of Illustration and con- of which have been identified as bescientious effort ou the part of officers longing to a ranchman near Springer.
the presentation Is made dramatic, The prisoner signed a confession.
Santiago Padilla de Pena, the man
Mining, uplifting ami magnetic.
T1:e beauty of the first degree of arrested by Will Boylan and brought
the Kniffl'ts of Columbus is beyond all to Las Vegas, charged with the theft
horses and eleven head of
question.
There is absolute unani- of
mity on this point. The wonderful cattle, appeared before District Atenthusiasm producing qualities of the torney S. h; Davis, Jr., in his office
third degree, its illuminating and con- Monday afternoon and admitted the
vincing demonstration of the worth stealing of the horses, a saddle and
and necessity for brotherly love are bridle, but implicated .1 hers In the
r spon ible for much of the growth of cattle stealing.
Eight head of "the stolen rattle,
the ortier. These two degrees represent practical perfection in lesson branded "K. L." on the right side,
belong to Nelson Krlbers, a ranch-ii'a- n
teachie : and thought compulsion.
The lemarkable outcome of the
residing near Springer, N. M.
plant ins; of the Knights of Colunibiu No owner has yet been found of the
of
many
parts
country
been
the
has
other
in
three head of cattle, two of
an increased fervor of religious be- which are branded "SB."
lief, and expansion of actual charity,
It is saiil that a ihiss,. from Katol!
a mora; uplifting of the members and u scouring (olfax count v for 'wo
a spirii of chivalry, a tendency
to more men belonging t
the illie
for the church.
1'nighMy enileuvci
.ted o' stock thieves
'I'h'a I' - ln'in so pronounced as to
can.-,- .
th, order of ihe Knights of
Sick Hesdahe Cured.
be studied by friend and foe
Sicli headache
is caused by dealike M i'.euver the essential of its rangement
of the stomach and by in- cm. on.
l tiamberlaiu s Stomach
and l.Uei Tablets correct thee dis- TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
efTecL
a cure, liy tak!n;r
and
Take LAXATIVE
UROMO Quinine
as soon as the first In- TaK ts. Druggists refund money il
ot the di.easo appears tho
!
fai'x o cure. E. W. GltOVE'S dicationmay
attack
be warded off. (jet a free
nana-liris on each box. 23c.
and try them. For sale hv all
d
Tiy " t'lilen Want i
J
j

DENVER
BANKING
INSTITUTION
SAYS AMOUNT OF BAR METAL AVAILABLE IS
SMALL.
A Denver dispatch says that information received from ci.e of the
most
prominent
and t;u:it worthy
banking and brokerage fir.-in Denver is to the elfect that ..:e supply
of bar silver available i' . export la
reduced to some 6,000,001. ...uncus, and
that a rapid rise in the ;rlce of silver is expected such a rise as should
have very large effect on the districts
directly interested
in mining the
white metal.
Manufacturers of silverware have
recently increased their purchases.
The United States and Mexico are
both In the market buying silver for
the manufacturing of small coins,
and advices received from Mexico
state that the fineness of the Mexican dollar Is to be reduced from .. o
to 800 to discourage export from that
country to China and other silver-usin- g
nations, where the Mexican
dollar is now standare'.
Wednesday last the treasury department bought 250,000 ounces of
sliver In New York for delivery at
the Denver mint, the price paid being
69.21 cents, compared
with ti8.7ri
cents the Wednesday preceding.
In the eight months ending with
August London imported 21 1,320.000
ounces of silver, most of it from New
York. This compares with an Import
of 157,915,000 ounces in the like period of 1905, showing an Increase in
American purchases
of 53,305,000
ounces from New York alone has
been 24.415 000 ounces per month up
to August 31, the 6,000,000 ounces
now available are apt to be bid for
with increased avidity and a rapid
advance in quotation.
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Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
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Miss Glen, one of the fair daughtirs of the south, christened the cruiser
North Carolina at Newport News, October 6. Miss Glenn is the daughter of
Governor Glenn of North Carolina and was accompanied bzv her father when
she attended the christening.

GREAT, BUT REMEMBERS
THE LITTLE OLD HOME
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WILLIAM
KOCH H A3
BACK INJURED.
Sum Scales,
painter, sus'aaird a
fracture of the right knee and left
ankle hik! William Koch, one of the
Koyal cafe iiromittors, hud h'.s back
injured in tin accident which occurred while they were painting the
Koyal restaurant, tavs the Hi:

to
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FAIL
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Commercial Printing
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Miner.
At the time the accident occurred
the men were working tin a Kc:ifftld

moie than thirty feet above the
ground, when a defective hook which
held the scaffold In place broke, lotting the nun fall tu the ground
L1TTLB
i'KKSlDK.NT I NDKHWOOI) OK T1IK Kit IK itOAD AND TDK
with a crash. Both men landed
OLD I IOMK.
on their feet, but in some way Scabs
I'rompted by tender memories of he spent ihe happy carefree days ol
caught both bis legs under the scafAhont the window sill
D. hio i,,,v!u)iiil
childhood days, President Kred.
fold, which it is believed was responsmay be fund tho InI'ndt rwoorl of the great Krie railroad and
ible- for the serlousness of his
sysJem v, ill have the old L'nderwood itials of the railroad magnate crudely
honietmd near Wauwatosa, Wis.. carve by a boyish hand.
iv,..
r stor' I and placed in charge of a
,i.
In i lie villjge cemetery, a stone's
the areliL.nt :m.t nwli..! lo caretaker.
n.
throw away from where the house
,...,.
th(, n,ell
lav, rov(.r, ,i wjth
The home was built in 1S47 and lor will s and, lie the father, mother and
paint from bead to foot, ami carried the p; si twenty-- : wo years has been sister of Mr. t'iulerwood. The Bpot
jiln:ii into the house. Dr. liailey of usi (I as a stoiehou-- and corn crib. l.; mail.eii by a huge rough granite
the ('. iv A. dispensary and Dr. Miner I: will be moved from the old farm, boiibbr. in on the polished aide oi
hi( a has now pas?ed
into oilier which is the name of Frederick D.
of Ihe t'opiier Q'H'.'n s'alf were. s:hh- soon discovered tin tubs, and placed beside the old llap-tis- t I'nderwiiod. wllh tin? date of his birth
va
imijih I and Il
ni',1 fraclures
church iu Wauw ato.a. The church and 'hat of the other brothers and
i Imi
Scvle. lu.d
lie was taken tu Hie is Mie one in which Mr. I'ndt rwiiod's
of both
father, the Kev. Knocii l'nderwood.
pi'a!, v. j"-- e Ills ii.jii''!1-:('. & A I
preat lieii fur ninny yt ais. it was ptir-c- l
react, weaken the
a.-i?m. ml it
Hars.li pi)
a.iiil son.e yers ao by Mr. L'nder- bowels, ciiine chronic contitipatlou.
'ihe injuries s..Uined by Koc i arc
not
f a serious nature, but i: will wood tor purely si ii.iiiieiital reasons.
ierute easily, tone
loan's Ibnulets
2Gc.
o at least two mon s befure
Tb old linage is 'he one iu which the F'oii.adi. cure const iptthm.
Mr L.idei .' ood w is born and where Ask your i!ni.-'- it
for thein.
will recover the Use Dl his limb.--
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN
ING CITIZEN WILL REACH! MORE 8
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
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When the democratic

W. T. McCREIGHT,

state

convention

New

of

York nominated William Randolph Hearst for governor
It committed suicide.
When It endorsed a man who
had already accepted the nominal ion of another party,

Business Manager.

OF TICKETS

and therewith a platform radically different from that
framed at Buffalo, it deliberately renounced all claim
upon the fealty of democratic voters, la 18
i voter
may have felt some doubt ns to whether he could repudiate Bryan, the nominee of the Chicago convention,
und still call himself a democrat, lie will be troubled
by no such doubt In the case of Hearst.
We look,
therefore, for 'the almost total collapse of the democratic party in the state next November, outside the city of
New York, and. within the city, for the i.idignant and
concerted abandonment by every decent democrat of
the ticket made ut Buffalo. Wo confidently expect to
si'e Hearst, beaten even more disastrously than was
Bryan ten yturs ago, when McKinley, It will be remembered, had a plurality of more than 208,000. That may
not be the end of Hearst, for a man who controls nine
newspapers is hard to kill. But how can it fail to be
the end of the democratic party in the Empire state?
nnd
There will be a dwarfed., despised, misbegotten
misshapen thing known as the Hearst party; and Tammany hall," In the sense defined by Jerome an organization constructed and maintained, not for political, but
for criminal, purposes will doubtless still exist.
But
the party of the Clintons, of Van Buren, of Wright and
Marry, of Seymour and of Tllden and Cleveland, will
be dead. It has exhibited In Its time an astonishing
vitality. It survived the Civil war. It survived Tweed.
From Its shattering and Boemlngly fatal defeat In 18116
it rallied so quickly that, two years later. It came within less than 18,000 votes of beating Theodore Roosevelt.
A party which has withstood such shocks might have
been trusted to prove once more Indestructible had It
gone down in a fight for Its principles, with Its flag
flying, and Its face to the foe. For the political suicide,
however, what resurrection can there be?
L'xtt!i!i; lack. It is hard for any of us to see how
the democratic party In the state of New York could
have been saved. Apparently the time had come for
It to die. Such men as Jerome, Osborne, Shepard,
Adam and MeClellan did their best to rescue It, but
their strength was not equal to the task. From the
moment the Hearst and Murphy combination got control at Buffalo of the committee on credentials It was
seen that the former's nomination was inevitable.
Harper's Weekly.

There are two UiIiiks which the, legislature of New
They are
Mexico can give the people of this territory.
and refInltlntlve
right
of
the
election
and
the primary
erendum. In favor of the first, the territorial repubcounty
lican convention and the Hcrnallllo republican
the
to
reference
convention are both pledged. With
will
It
but
that
taken,
been
has
yet
Dccond, no action ns
come before the constitutional convention scarcely admits of doubt.
Thirteen or fourteen of the American states have
lready taken action along the line of restoring power
Into the bunds of the people, so that while our representative government shall In no wise be affected, all
classes of representatives shall bo more directly chosen
by the people and shall be more closely kept under the
control of those by whom they have been chosen.
In Oregon and South Dakota the initiative and referendum are In operation.
Nevada has the referendum.
Texas has iho advisory Initiative within the parties. Ten per cent of the voters In a party can propose
questions and the expressed will of the majority Is an
Instruction of delegates.
The people of Utah have adopted the initiative and
referendum.
This year the people of Montana vote upon the
,
adoption of the Initiative and referendum.
In Delaware this year the people vote upon whether
the legislature shall enact a law establishing the advisory Initiative and advisory referendum.
In Delaware this year the people vote upon whether
the legislature shall enact a law establishing the advisory Initiative and advisory referendum.
Last year the Ohio voters questioned candidates
of each
and elected a legislature in which
amendconstitutional
a
submit
to
pledged
are
house
ment for the Initiative and" referendum.
This year in Maine the democratic and republican
state conventions have promised to submit a constitutional amendment for the Initiative and referendum.
In Michigan the State Grange, State Federation of
orLabor, Referendum league and other
ganisations' are questioning candidates for the Initiative
'and referendum through an organization termed the
of Direct Legislation Forces.
Michigan Federation
Judging by what has been accomplished through the
system in other states they will surely
win.
In Oklahoma a similar federation for questioning
candidates is being organized, which insures immediate
success. There Is no Instance of where a candidate has
been elected who has openly refused to promise to work
repand vote for more power in the voters, provided a paraa
issue
to
the
ready
make
opponent
stood
utable
mount question.
In Wisconsin, by the terms of the law any citizen
may aspire to a nomination for any office, and the voters of the party decide at their primaries which one
shall have the party support. Recently they exercised
these powers. The republican voters chose Governor
Davidson to head their ticket, giving him a majority
of about 40,000 over his next opponent. The democrats
chose John A. Aydward by a substantial majority not
.through party organization but by the direct votes of
the electors of the party. The other places on the various tickets were filled In the same way.
In New Mexico we are still working under the convention system. Primaries are called and delegates are
chosen to a county convention, the purpose of which Is
, stated in the call. Sometimes the purpose of the county convention Is to send delegates to a territorial convention. Other times the primaries elect delegates to
;
county convention the purpose of which Is to nomi- xtate candidates for county offices. In the convention
nominations of candidates may be made in one of two
ways either by nomination in open convention or by
the report of a committee appointed for the purpose of
in either case the nominations
making nominations,
Are confirmed or rejected by the vote of the conven- ;tion. Then these candidates, having thus been endorsed
iy the party, go before the public for final acceptance
or rejection.
The primary election does not do away with th
final appeal to the people at the polls. It only secures
; to the Individual voter a more direct
personal expression of choice in the selection of candidates by the
party to which he belongs, than is possible In the convention composed of delegates selected by the precinct
primaries.
The candidates on the republican Bernalillo county
ticket, whose names The Citizen carries at its masthead, were regularly selected by their party in due conformity with the convention system as legalized by
legislative enactment in this territory; and It Is the only
ticket with which the people of this county had anything to do, in Its selection, whether by mass meeting,
delegate convention or party organization.
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Mrs. Anna F. Costen Is

a dainty

New York woman,
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Announcement to Young Men

S

Home Cooking
we have

SALMON SALAD
ROLLED HERRING
PICKLED HERRING
(Ready fur the table.)
MILKER HERRING
BOILED TONGUE
VEAL LOAF
POTATO SALAD

We have Just opened this year's
pack of
SAUER KRAUT
DILL PICKLES

SWEET PICKLES
SOUR PICKLES
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by every standard,
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m

In

BOY'S

whether It be ma
terials or workmanship, whether slyle or pat
terns, our new Kail nnd Winter Suits and
Overcoats for Young Men prove their superior
worth prove that they are the faultless productions of
men who have made the designing and making of high-claclothing their life study, and have been wonderfully successful In their attainments.
There is refinement In every detail In the appropriateness of the color
effects, In the fashioning of the lapels, In the graceful
back lines of the coats and In the perfect set of the
trousers.
In truth we are more than maintaining the
very high standard long ago attained in our lines of
Your Men's
e
clothing.
The arrival of extensive ordern places our present
stock In splendid condition, especially In the complete
size assortments prices from $10.00 to $25.00.
ss
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BOY'S CAPS o
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We have just received a fresh
supply of
COTTAGE CHEESE
IMPORTED SWISS
AND IMPORTED
LIMBURGER
BRICK CHEESE
AND ALL KINDS OF
CREAM CHEESE
CERVALAT SAUSAGE
SALAMI SAUSAGE

Wmm CLOSING
F'

DON'T FORGET OUR
BAKERY DEPART.
MENT FRESH
DATE CAKES,
ALMOND CAKES,
CHOCOLATE CREAM
CAKES

Jaffa Grocery Co.

aw

U'J.'.l U

UJlll

took of Meatus

JELLY TARTS,

CREAM PUFFS, ETC-TRY OUR RYE AND
GRAHAM BREAD.

."

OUT

Our Acorn Heaters

given to lingerie waists and fine raiment generally.
She is described as peculiarly gentle and low voiced,
and she wears a Marcel wave. These, however, are not
Important details.
Mrs. Costen Is the Inventor and manufacturer of
the distress signal that la now used at sea by the navy.
The revenue service, the
service and the
weather bureau all us It, and It. has been approvd and
recommended by the bureau of commerce and labor.
"Good Things to Eat"
Mrs. Costen was a student of chemistry as a girl and
worked with her husband In his laboratory during his
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY
lifetime, taking his place after his death, in 1901.
1HEY ARE RECEIVED.
She does the practical work in connection with the
use of her inventions and practically lived aboard Bhlps
i
paawiifiiiain S
on inspection duty, Just previous to the Spanish-Ame- r
ican war and during the time that transports were beln?
O. D.
sent out from New York and San Francisco. She wais C.
obliged to spend six months In the latter port In order
t I:
Scientific
Optician
to put her "plant'' In working order in each of the
I IFtransports sent overseas. Mrs. Costen mixed all her
chemicals herself.
This gracious new woman, who does such Import
ant work, employs h great number of women, and she
:
says that under stress of work, as In war time, the girls
who have mail red have been willing to come back ana
help. Recently Interviewed by the New York Tribune,
Mrs. Costen said:
"The Costen siguul the red flare, burning more
than a minute on shore had been In use by the United
service ever since that service was
States
organized, but what first brought to my mind the ne
Funeral Director and Licensed Embalm
cessity for adapting It to the uses of a distress signal
- tag
e,
Plmn Automatic
for use by ships at sea was the disaster to the
Colorado, Blk
when her lifeboats were out three nights, unCorner Fifth and Railroad Avenue
able to signal any passing vessel.
"I consider the development of our distress outfit
EYES TESTED FREE
my most Important work. AU passenger
steamships,
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
freight steamers, tugboats, barges, excursion steamers 114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
THE CELEBRATED
and merchant ships are compelled to carry it by order
of the board of supervising inspectors.
"I have also invented a telegraphic code of night
ATTORNEY GENERAL
signals that has been adopted and is in use by the
United States weather bureau and the army signal and
transport services. Carrying out my husband's work, 1
GIVES OPINION
developed a code of steamship night signals which the
companies have registered at Washington the same us
their funnel marks and private flags. They constitute
In part the brands or trade marks of the various con
(Continued From Page One.)
Bottled In Bond.
WORD WITH THE READER)
cerns and are guarded with the utmost jealousy."
Will the readers of The Citizen kindly pause und
Her work Is a notable one, and was suggested by and on the game ballots on which the
ask themselves. What office is F. A. Hubbell running tile most womanly of all womanly motives the desire names of candidates to the convention
the
of
diatribes
for In Bernalillo county? To read the
to help where help Is needed. Duluth Tribune.
aforesaid are printed, there shall be
organ one would think that
morning
submitted to siud qualified electors
Distillers.
0X)XX0CKXXXXOKKXKKXXK0O
of each of said tertrtories a question
F. A. Hubbell Is a candidate for every office In the gift
FRANKFORT. KT.
which
a
not
be
ballot
county,
on
is
fact
he
stated
when
in
shall
the
people
of
this
of the
6 STRENUOUS AMERICANS IN
In substance and furm as follows:
candidate for any office. As a citiwn of the county and
"Shall Arizona and New Mexico be
aa a republican, F. A. Hubbell is naturally much inter g
EITHER WORK OR PLAY
MELINI & EAKIN
united to form one state? ....Yes.
ested In the success of the republican ticket, but in this
. . . .So."
n
free-borevery
right
Amer
Sole Agents.
of
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX)X)XXX)000000
be Is only exercising the
There Is nothing In this law that
' Chicago is ".he busiest city in the world.
Chicago
ican citizen.
Albuquerque,
N. M.
would prevent the use of either a
That the republican ticket was made by F. A. Hub is lhe center of the nation; the gateway through which separate
Phone,
199.
Automatic
vote
for
hallot
the statehood
bell, that the candidate on that ticket are F. A. Hub- - the east looks to the weBt and the weft looks to the or the use
of the same ballot as Is
lell'B henchmen, that they are but figureheads and F. A east; the Mecca of the Almighty Dollar; the teeming used in county and legislative elecHubbell is the whole cheese, that the ticket was not metropolis of thrift, of energy, of business; the home of tions, and I am of the opinion that
regularly nominated by the republican party these fortune-makin- g
either would be valid.
und the most skillful commercialism
1 do not
assertions have been made with a persistency equaled the personification of what is expressed by that fine
find anything In our terrionly by their audacity. The personnel of the ticket gives American word hustle. In Chicago they kill a hog torial election law that would preFrontier Celebration,
the Ho direct to these assertions. The names of the every two seconds, a beef every seven seconds, and vent the printing of the names of Iho
delegates who constituted the convention by which the some people say a man every twenty-seveminutes. candidates for the constitutional conWinslow, Arizona,
ticket was nominated Is clear evidence of the mendacity And ytt for a series of championship games of baseball, vention ami the question as to statehood on the same ballot used for the
of the assertions. The seating of the delegates seut by Chicago forjieis lis thrift, its commerce, its buslnes, it election
Oct 17-1- 9,
1906.
of county and territorial ofChe party to Las Vegas places upon the party the terrifortunes; its people are still hustling, but they are hust ficers.
legality.
stamp
approval
republican
of
What ling out to lhe grand stand in time to get a good seat
and
torial
I am therefore of the opinion that
more can be desired or could be bail?
Over a three-lias- o
hit a man forgets the ticker and it's the same ballot may be used for the
If the mixture of parties and Interests which is opa Kood thing for him.
submission of the statehood question,
posing republican success in this county and in fact in
Isn't this the tendency of the nation-t- o
work, and the election of delegates to the consay
anything
against
fall,
to
the then to play; to work hard, with all the brains and all stitutional convention and for the
has
the territory this
caillidates of the party, let them say it, or it they
the intelligence it has. and then to play as heartily; to election of county officers, members
FOR
ABOVE
OCCASION
to contrast the several candidates on the two tick- breathe in the fresh air, to let out a dozen good, lusty of the terirtorlal legislature and delROUND TRIP TICKETS WILL
ets, let them do so, and The Citizen will pay attention yells, to give Itself up us entirely to its play as it has egate to congress provided that no
one candidate shall have his name apBE ON SALE AT RATE OF
to what they have to say; but this false and senseless to its work? And 'isn't this the secret of the
t
pear printed on
tickets of more
iteration of the Hubbell collar, Hubbell figureheads,
$11.45. DATES OF SALE OCT.
youth and virility of the nation? "All work and no than one political the
orguni.atlon.
Hubbell sycophants, Hubbell slaves, and the like, is as play," says the old saw, "makes Jack a dull boy," and
16, 17 and 18, 1906. FINAL LIMYou also request my opinion as to
much a reflection on the common sense of those who the American people are proving 1. When Chicago or whether the provisions of
IT OCT. 21, 1906.
the law as
accept It as it is au evidence of the silliness and malice any other city goes mad ,ner baseball, or football, o;1 it stood prior to the
legislature,
last
T. E. PURDY, Ag't.
of those who use it.
racing or golf, or tennis, or any other good, clean sport, with reference to the length of a balthere's going to ne some money lost In business; there's lot, is still In force or whether a ded
party ,of purity and good govern- going to be many a dollar wagered, won and lost; parture from that length Is legal.
The
In my opinion Section 3 of Chapter
ment made a mighty bad break In the appointment of there's going to be any number of good lively scraps, on
LUNCH
RESTAURANT
AND
Judges of registration.
To make three candidates on the ear, perhaps, or iu thu st reet because we do Like 127, of lhe Ijiws of 19U5, contalus all COUNTER
FOR SALE VERY CHEAP
the provisions that the legislature inone ticket the Judges in one precinct would put even our play so seriously-h- ut
the people have enjoyed
BUSINESS CAN STAND CLOSE INshould apply to the descripTammany to the blush. But stand aside you slaves of themselves, they have gotten away from the sordidness tended
EARLY.
VESTIGATION.
CALL
tion of a hallot and that if such bala boss, oricH the morning organ, we are the people, we and the selfishnes of mere money, they. have left the lots shall bo printed from the same LEAVING CITY. 303 SOUTH FIRST
favor good government and we can do no wrong.
building of a fortune wait an hour or two, while they kind of paper and of the same size, STREET.
went out and reverted to the boyishness and playfulness the length i not limited to eight
A big line of unredeemed overcoats
Inches, as provided in Section 1G34,
All over the territory the republicans aie active, and good nature that there is in every one of us.
for sulo cheap at Kosenfleld's, 118
aggressive, united and confident. Shall Bernalillo counOur love of sport, to witness and to engage in it, Compiled Laws of 1897. It is essen- tVest Railroad avenue.
tial, however, that the size of the
ty be the one exception out of twenty-fivePerish the Is going to mean
peopeople, a
tickets shall he the same for all
suggestion. The democrats In this county are disbandple, a nation of strong,
HAIR WORK.
parties in each county.
ed, their forces disorganized. Shall the republicans al- clean minded people. And the destiny of the nation will
submitted,
Respectfully
Mrs. Rutherford, at home to anyone
low them to slip Into control of affairs by foolishly let- we what we want It to be because we have learned not
W. C. KK1D.
wanting hair work done, every Wedting the sorehead Journal lead them by the nose?
only how to work but how to play.
Attorney General.
nesday, at 517 South Broadway.
life-savi-
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Published Dally and Weekly.
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EVENING

We have decided not to carry such a large assortment of heating stoves, NOW is the chance to
buy your stove. We have marked them so near
to cost that it doesn't pay for delivery.
0

House Furnishers

H. CARNES,

B. K. ADAMS THE BEST IN TOWN

fc::4

;..;:v.l'V

",VJ'J"v

Per Gallon

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

e

ever-pres-tn-

self-style-

?

clear-heade-

d,

cleur-thlukln-

g,

$1.50

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red

2a

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

-

-

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

life-savi-

Bour-gogn-

-

Colo.

The working

Illinois Central R.R.
FROM

of becoming;

COLORADO
To--St,

Paul, Minneapolis,

Duluth

AND THE NORTHWEST,
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 evenreenth St.,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
Commercial Agt

CHICAGO,
ST. PAUL,

NiGHl
To
MINNEAPOLIS,
FORT DODGE,

well-to--

is to

do

make

each dollar earn you Interest.
The dollar never wears out but
Just keeps on Increasing. Interest
makes your reserve. The interest
makes more dollars and Increases
your reserve. The Interest that
lhe bank pays on savings, in
a few years, will equal the prla-clpif compounded. Capital drawing interest will Increase surprisingly fast. Only those who have
tried it really know.
Did you ever loan money to a
bank? Lots of people do. It's a
paying business.
Whenever you have money that
Is not invested and you are looking-foa place to put it, loan it to a
bank. Your money in the bank U
available at all times.

THE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
ROCKFORD.
FREEFORT,

dollar

The secret

hever sleeps.

THE SHORT LINE

ONE.

92.

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

JUST RECEIVED

at the
The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, Mem- Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
phis, Vlcksburg,
Evansvllle, Ind.;
A choice line of Imported Goods DNashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.;
irect from Italy.
Fla., and all other points In
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
and a full line of choice groRAILROAD TIME TABLE meats
ceries.
Jack-smvill-

e,

LOMMORI

& MATTEUCCI.

(In effect July 1. 1906.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:61
a. in., departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:B We keep the quality ol our bread
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
This is possible
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Ex- up to the highest.
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart! by using
7:45 p. m.
Westbound.
The Best Flour,
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:31
The Best Labor,
p. in., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
The Best Methods,
11:05 a. m., departs 11:25 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express, not only in mixing and baking, but
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs x;4a

We Keep It Up

also in taking care of and selling
If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

p. m.

Southbound.
the bread.
El Paso train, departs at 12:35

No. 27
P. m.
Local freight

train,

No. 99, south-

bound, departs at 6 a. m., and car
rles passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7: J

PIONEER BAKERY,
20T BOUTM riRBT BTBCtT.

a. m.
THE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
No. 1 rum direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

San Francisco.
trains dally.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.

AU

No. 118 West Silver
U. E. GALLOWAY,

Avenue.
Manager.

SATURDAY,.

OCTOBER

ELECTION

LAWS

INGTOHMINE CASE
Litigation of Twelve Years Eepubllcan and Democratic
Standing Is Brought to
Central Committee Chairmen
a Close.
Meet and Consider
GOOD NEWS FOK

EVENING C1TIZEH.

AXBUQUEKQUE

13, 1906.

BLAND

FLAWS

j

IN

THE

STATUTE

Charles L. Snook and
Charles Colgrove, Alva H. Huhhs, aj
Knight Templar, according to reports,
was to nave taken the MyMlo wiri,
was detained at the last moment
IS BEATING WILDLY but
by pressing business matter.
Charles Wlatlington of Rincnn is
here mingling with the Shriners,
in a well known railroader,
liatng
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine cnarge
as conductor of the him
Valley branch of the Snta Fe
Hold Ceremonial Meeting .
road.
' Fred Rammer, Charles A. Wolf mid
This Aornlng.
R. W. Hoyt have registered from Las
Vegas at Masonic Temple. The trio
"DISTUKBANCE" AT 4:30 P. M. of well known Shriners are business
men at the Meadow City, whro they,
are representative citizens.

THE CANDIDATE

O. Lockhart,

HEART

W.

PROSPEROUS BLACKSMITH
INDISPUTABLE
PLAYS
DENCE

.

t

iitUltttTlItDii

j

'

ed as full of holes as a palrie dog town proper distribution of the ballots to
and from every hllo is brought gold be used at the coming election to be
values. At one time a stage left the held November 6, 1900.
ramp daily bearings pigs of gold to ' hirst The nominees for the counthe railroad to be shipped to the mints. ty offices and delegate to congress
This was the result of the rinding of a shall be certified to the different proprospect by a man by the name of bate clerks of the county in which the
by conventions are held by the chairman
l'elhey, wno had 'been
Henry Lockhart and 15en Johnson, and secretary of the conventions.
both well known residents of this city,
Second Where members of the
and strange to say, among the very legislature are to be voted for by the
few of the many who have had to electors of more than one county, the
do with the mine and the case atill andidates
of the parties respectively
alive.
for Buch districts shall be certified
While living on bacon, flour, sugar by
the chairman and secretary of the
and cofTee furnished by Johnson and conventions
nominating the same to
Lockhart, Pelkey discovered some
in
very rich ore In Bland canyon. Hav- - ' the probate clerks of each county be
to
Ing had considerable experience In which said candidates are
mining Pelkey knew at a glance that voted for, and in the absence of such
the chairman and
he had made no ordinary discovery, certificate ofeither convention,
or the
the
and unknown to the nwn who were secretary
feeding liim, he 'had two assays made county chairman of any political
said
of the ore. One revealed a value of party in the county in which the may
2,600 to the ton and the other $3,300 candidates are to be voted for,
to the ton. It was quite a find too make such certificate, which shall bo
good for Lockhart so according to authoritative to govern the action of
the findings of the court, he made the probate clerk in the printing of
a deal with one Levi Waiker to de- ballots.
Third The chairman and secretary
fraud Lockhart and Johnson out of
the Interest they were Justly entitled of each territorial convention shall
to according to the grubstake contract certify to the probate clerk of the
they 'had entered Into with Mm. The county in which such territorial convention has been held the name of
scheme was simple, indeed.
lockhart and Johnson had Implicit the candidate nominated for delegate
confidence In Pelkey and left It to to congress by such convention, and
him to have the claim, which had been it shall be the duty of the probate
originally christened
the Sampson, clerks of all other counties In the terproperly filed upon and the necessary ritory to take official notice of such
work done on the property to make nomination.
Fourth In counties where either
their 'holding good. Instead of doing
this, Pelkey, according to Hie evi- political party may not nominate
dence, did not do the necessary as- candidates for county offices, it shall
sessment work and let the original be the duty of the probate clerk to
claim go by default. When the niney cause ballots to be printed of the
days had elapsed,' Pelkey's friend proper size, setting forth the name
filed on the property calling It the of the candidate
for delegate and
Washington. 'TH14 took place in 1893, candidates for legislature, ' If any,
and the litigation which has just nominated by such party, in any
closed, was begun shortly after that county. In such legislative
district,
time, but not until after the mine had and the various offices to be filled at
been opened up by a shaft 150 feet such elections shall be designated on
deep and about 2,000 feetiof develop- said ballot. A place for the names
ment work, and $75,000 worth of ore of candidates for unfilled offices shall
taken from it before an injunction be left !,i blank.
stopped the work.
Fifth The joint statehood question
At one time the United States suthe names of candidates for the,
and
preme court decided thut Lockhart, constitutional
convention shall be
who had purchased Johnson's interest submitted on the same
ballots on
in the mine, had lost the legal title to which appear the names of the candithe property, the defendants to the date for delegate and the county ofsuit having secured a pattnt to it, hut fices.
the court Intimated in it's decision
We advise that
order of nam
tiiat 'he might secure an equitable ing candidates on theall ballots shall
title to it. This was then sought.
conform to the order in which they
The defendants or locators and own- appear on
poll books now in the
ers of the Washington were Levi hands of the probate
clerks of the
Walker, Frank Fagley. Chas. Pelkey, respective the
counties.
Hub C Leeds, J. A. Johnson and J. Q.
Sixth The
makes it the duty
Wills. Fagley, Leeds, Johnson and of the county law
of each counWills were taken into the purty of the ty to provide allrecorder
printed ballots at the
defendants after the Washington filing expense of the county,
and under the
had been made. The court in its de- supervision of
the chairmen of the
cision decrees that the filing was a county
of the political
fraud on Lockhart and that the pres- parties committees
of the county in which the
ent owners shall deed the property election
is to be held. The printing
over to Lockhart. The court also decreed that the right of the property of such ballots shall be done by the
by this patent shall be transferred to county printer, unless the county recorder and the chairmen of the poLockhart, and with all the
respectively,
parties,
shall
is a great victory for the plaintiff and litical
The time of the
his attorney, II. B. Fergusson. Orig agree otherwise.
inally, however, the suit was pursued printing of the ballots shall be under
by Warren & Fergusson. When Judge the control of the chairmen of the reWarren died the suit wag pursued by spective committees, and such ballots
when printed shall be delivered at
FrgtiBfon.
The present owners of the Washing- once to such chairmen for dlstribu- -'
ton, whose title is affected by the tton. and not less than eight days
court's decision, are M. P. Stamm prior to such elctlon. The number of
and the Washington Gold and Silver ballots to be printed for each politMining company, a corporation., the ical jarty In each county shall be not
former owning
than five (5) nor more than ten
nh and the less
(10) for each voter in such county,
Jotter holding the remaining
as shown by the number of votes cast
As to trie value of the property, an at the last election for delegate to
offer for an option on it made by congress; provided, however, that if
u'illlam A. Farrish. the celebrated any chairman of any political party
Colorado mining expert, after a care-iu- l should desire more ballots, as above
examination, will probably better specified, he may obtain same of said
explain it than anything else. Mr. printers, upon payment of the cost
Farrish's offer was $250,000. It is said of same. The sizes of all ballots shall
that there Is an indication of tellurium be uniform in each county. Tickets
in the mine, which Is a vtry rare and may be more than eight iH) Inches in
rich combination of gold and silver length, and should be of such width
ore.
as to enable all the matter necessary
The mine has been idle for more to appear thereon in such form as
than ten years, pending the termina- shall be convenient for the use of the
tion of the HMsa'ion and now that this voter. Each ballot shall bear an Imobstacle is out of the way. the pros- print of the emblem adopted by the
pects are thut it will be put in opera- respective political parties, ami it
tion again Immediately. This is prob- shall be the duty of the probate
ably the best news that could bo clerks to take official notice of any
given the little hamlet of patient peo- such thnbleins.
ple that have been waiting at Bland
A. A. JONES,
for something to start things going
Cliuirmau Democratic Committee.
in the Cochiti district again. It has
II. O. BUKSL'.M,
alrtady been stated that the WashingChairman Republican Committee.
ton was the first mine opened up in
the district, and to this may be added
the distinction that it is probably the THREE CASES ON
most, valuable In the district, ulthough
its rfal value Is not known by tne
public. The reopening of the WashTHEPOLICE DOCKET
ington will mean the reopening of the
large
mines of the district, the
other
William Byrne and James Carney
Navajo, which has recently fallen Into
were arraigned in Judge Crawford's
new bands, especially.
The attorneys representing the de court this morning on charges of be
fendants, who, by the way, became de- ing flrunk and disorderly.
Carney
fendants by deeds of conveyance and promptly acknowledged
the gentle
impeachment
H.
E.
was
(MIdcrh
and
W.
given a fine of
dath, were W.
and
DoliHOD.
l'i or five (lavs in inil fur t,iu .n
Byrne hesitated a bit
HEAR BISHOP MOORE'S GREAT .guiuy uecause ne said be bad only
LECTURE ON "CHEMULPO THE iiu me glasses or oeer. lie changed
GREAT NAVAL BATTLE OF THE his mind before the session was over,
RUSSIAN-JAPANESWAR" MON however, and received the customary
DAY NIGHT AT THE M. E. CHURCH fine of five.
35 CENTS.
Vlncente Alcardu a native, paid $5
for the privilege of disturbing the
YOURS
FOR
THE TAKING-FR- EE peace of one Kay Campbell, who
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL made the complaint, and the session
EPHANT.
was over.
grub-stake-
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DISEVI-

OF GOOD WORK

ACCOMPLISHED.
Not every business man Is so able
to demonstrn:? through
the simple
agency of a sign the fact that he is
in possession of a large volume of
business as Is W. J. Hyde, the well
Known Gold nvenue blacksmitn and
horseshocr. That Mr. Hyde has
this Is evident at the first
Rlmce one takes at the Immense heap
of cast off horseshoes which he has
had placed before his shop door. Mr.
Hyde says that the heap represents
only the work he has done In the
horseshoeing line In the last few
months and that it weighs considerably more than five tons.
Just how many shot's It takes to
make, as ninny tons as thst would be
impossible to calculate fls the different
classes of horse footwear vary so
greatly in weight. But of the fact
that it is a rare business that can
show such results In so short a time
Mr. Hyde is confident. To horsemen
and thoso generally who own and handle horses the various methods and
styles of shoeing exemplified In Mr.
Hyde's exhibit wll prove highly Interesting.

j

'

HYDE'S SIGN
WEIGHS MANY TONS

O
Pelkey Perpetrated Fraud on the Interesting Agreement Kcachad When the Uninitiated Get Theirs.
Dr. F. A. Yoakum and J. W. Sullivan
delegation to the
form
the
Cerrlllos
Questions
Mooted
and
People Who GrubBanquet This Evening.
numerous Masonic meetings to occur
Amicably Answered.
In the cily the next few days.
The
staked Him.
Prominent Men Here.
latter Is master of Cerrlllos Lodge No.
18 and the doctor Is senior warden of
A few days ago a conference of the
the Cerrlllos lodge.
Aftor twelve yearn of relcir.less
a
fighting Henry Lockhart hag at last leaders of the republican and demoThe Candidates.

Henry Grand, Abiqtii, N. M.
won out in the Washington mine case. cratic parties, with Chairman Bursum
Hue
Neill Hines, Socorro,
jiroljahly the prtatest litigation ever: and Chairman Jones, met in this city,
X. M.
emlnating from the territory. Judge and discussed the several flaws in the
Edward H alley Bickford, Lake
Ira A. Abbott made known his ronrlu- - election law which was passed by the
Valley, N. M.
sive in the matter last evtning. after legislature two years ago, and, after
John Bartlett Nelson, Lake Vel- having had the ease under advisement considerable discussion, pro and con,
ley, N. M.
tor more than two months. Having the following agreement was reached,
William Umbenhower, Las Ve- been before the courts' of the territory copy of which has been mailed to Atgas, is. M.
for a dozen ycarg and twire to the torney General Reld, who will accept
William John Faterson, Albu- supreme court of the United States, nnd affix his endorsement
to the
qutrque, N. 3I.
the people of New Mexico are almost agreement:
Fauncllod B. Miller, Albuquer- a8 familiar with the derails of the
que, X. M.
ense as are parties to the suit. The AGREEMENT OF CHAIRMFN
property involved is located in the Co- OF CENTRAL COMMITTEES
chltl gold mining district, which aj Agreement between the republican
few .years ago was the scene of much and democratic territorial committees
Today and tonight the oasis of Alactivity and many are the tales told as to the certifying and endorsing of buquerque and the ten or more candiof fabulous wealth stored there. The tickets nominated by the respective dates for initiation into the mysteries
mountains of the districts are gopher- parties in the different counties and of the Ancient Arabic order are in the
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Clinton J. Crandall of Santa Fe,
of the United States India se.iool at ths Capital City, is stopping at the Alvarado. He Is an enthusiastic Shriner and comes to thd
Duke City to be present at the "combat" this evening.

Joe Harrison and Lee Shallenber-ge- r
are two prominent rnllroRd men
from the Rio Grande division of the
Santa Fe attending the Shrine. Mr.
Harrison Is one of the oldest conduc-- j
tors on the division and Mr. Shallen-hersris one of the old time engineers
SCORCHER GETS
of the division.

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES
RUG DEPARTMENT la
revelation to those who
visit It, because of the great variety of Domestic Ruga
from the beat looms.
5"1&'.:-;-'$-M3iOUR

IS R
ALBERT FAB
....
Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Staab Building

er

I

Hotisehold Goods

BAD

One of the Shriners who have come
FALL FROM BICYCLE
to Albuquerque with their wives Is R.
Berry of Fort Defiance, Indian agent
hands of l'he Nobks of the Mystic at the Navajo reservation. Mr. Berry
Shrine, and rumors of big doings are has Just been advanced to supervisor
While scorching up Third street
wafted abroad In the land. Xext week of Indian agencies in the southwest. shortly alter noon yesterday, hurrying
city.
the Masons have the
Mr. anu Mrs. IHrry are guests at the, back to his work at the Railroad
an- Alvarado.
According to the published
Avenue skating rink, where he Is employed as a skate cleaner. Oliver Bezel,
nouncement, the real thing happened
age
15 years, son of Mrs. W. '.
J. J. Kelly, of Silver Cltv. Is here
at Masonic hall this afternoon at 4:30
of 1500 South Second tu t, was
o'clock. A short business session of from that prosperous southern New
a ceremonial nature was presided over Mexico city. He is hero to attend thrown violently from his i .tie at
Borradaile,
by Xoble John
Illustrious to the Shrine InltlaTlons, and being tallver avenue by a small
ie and
potentate, this morning. Fifty Shrln-er- a former Albuquerque citizens a few rendered unconscious by s'r-.nthe
of'h!.ground
over
on the back
from
New Mexico and Ari- of his old time friends will see to It
rid. O.
Strong's
meetzona were in attendance at the
Sons' ambulau.
carried
that his stay In the metropolis is made W.
ing, which lasted until noon.
the unconscious boy to his home,
a pleasant one.
According to reports, the candidate
where a doctor dressed the wound.
H. Bonem, master of Hiram Lodge The doctor described the injury as
heart heats wildly during the Intervena
ing hours. The combat which started No. 18 of San MarcU;. is one of the
severe concussion of the brain. The
laie this afternoon has much In store prominent Shriners attending the cere- lioy was unconscious about two hours
for the Shriner who has anticipations monial session now In progress at the and his condition today was very unof a possible shoot down the chutes Masonic Temple. Mr. Bonem has been satisfactory.
His mind Is still mudand thrilling high dive with whirlwind in the general merchandise business dled, and when aBked late this afteryou
noon
over and under in San Marclal for eighteen years and
finish that takes
what happened to him he Bald
the sea simultaneously, and all man- is one of the best known merchants that he didn't know.
ner of things.
of the Rio Grande valley.
YOURS
FOR
Of the Program.
THE
TAKIN- Gprogram
pyrotechnlc-al
promises
Dr. J. C. Slack of Clayton will see FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
The
displays, inquisitorial exercises, ag- the Inltatory work this afternoon and EPHANT.
itational debates and to cap the cli- be among the banqueters tonight. Dr.
max, a traditional banquet, which alack is one of the oldest Shriners in
Outing hats at Mrs. Coverdale'i,
will be spread at the Alvarado hotel attendance.
He hag been practicing including the Skidoo, Little Johnny
evening.
this
The program' tells of the medicine at Clayton for the past etght-tee- Jones, Elsie James and the popular
years and Is one of the; pioneers Cowboy hat.
banquet in this wise:
As the uprising of the sun Is in due of that section. He is registered at the
season followed by his downsetting, Savoy.
TONIGHTI TONIGHT! TONIGHTI
so will the close of the ceremonial be
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
downsetting
by
Try
a
followed
a Citizen Want ad.
at the banELEPHANT.
quet board. The cares and perplexities of the evening will silently steal
away, the glad hand will be extended
to the novices; reminiscences of the
pilgrimage w ill be In order and profitable tales will be told by the Shayks
and wise Mollahs. The wise maxims
Grain, Groceries and
and admonitions of the Mollahs glory
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGEbe to them will be lamps to our InTABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
tellects, making plain many things
501 North Firat 8treet
.
that are now dark. Unsheathed will
Both Phones.
be the sabres of their tongues and the
eloquence
of
will
steeds
charge at full
speed over the plains of truth and
fiction. Peace, deep peace, will brood
o'er the scene and all will be satisfied,
content.
Dr. John W. Elder of Albuquerque
f5L Pnf
will be toastniaster of the evening;
and there will be informal speeches
by different Shriners who are noted
money
for their after-dinnoratory. 'A
feast of good things has been prepared at the Alvarado and the guests
will linger at the banquet board until
a late hour. The banqueters are ex
yes here
pected to remain at the table as long
as they please, and there will be no
formal adjournment after the spread.
For the Candidates.
Candidates are advised that all they
have to do is present their petitions
accompanied by fees, present themselves for initiation and the Xobles
will dothe2rest. Also they are warned
not to get foxy and try to run the
whole show. You will be told what to
do even while you are being done, the
instructions read:
Don't forget to dress the same as
though you were going as a player
All the readers of this newspaper are undoubtedly
In a football game, and have your feet
familiar with the interesting Rebuses which have apmade
if possible.
This
peared in The Ladies' Home Journal from time to time.
will enable you to move without friction.
We have had prepared for us a Rebus on similar lines,
Don't tell your wife when you wiii
will give three prizes or presents of value to the
nnd
lie home.
You don't know and we
first three persons who solve the Rebus correctly. We
don't t are.
Don't think to display vour wit on
are sure that this Contest will create Interest In every
this occasion. Ordinarily vou mav h
borne reached by the Albuquerque Evening Citizen.
the funniest man that ever came over
the Sierras, but the funny things have
all been arranged.
The only condition of the contest is that no antwers
By perseverance, eneiev and boost
ing, you are promised a seat upon the
must be sent in before twelve o'clock noon, October
throne, but do not ask how you will
be taken down.
The revelation will
1st, and no answers will be accepted later than
come later.
you
If
are told that vou will be
twelve o'clock noon, October 15th,
painted with hot asphalt, don't believe
it.
In writing your. answer, write on one aide of the
Continuous Fun.
Respecting the evening of eood
paper and do not write anything excepting your answer
cheer and good fellowship the follow
to the Rebus, your name, street and city address. Ading is given out:
The whole evening's disturbance
dress your answer to the Rebus Editor, care of
promises to be a continuous act of
pure, unalloyed fun.
FIRST PRIZE-45- .00
SILK UMBRELLA.
The kind that makes you smile
SECOND PRIZE $3.50 MOSQU ETAI RE GLOVES.
you
when
meet a Shriner.
THIRD PRIZE $2.00 BEADED HAND BAG.
The kind that eases the pain of the
hard knocks of life.
The kind that makes us more tolerant of 'each others frailties.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

j

Hea-coc-

FURNITURE, CROCKERY
STOVES AND RANGES

k

& CO.,

BORRADAILE

s

Don't DUputo with a Woman,
Especially, If she tells you to order
sack of
. EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuM, (11 you hould t
get the order), that 70a could a4
Ond It, for every UrsVolaM
troe
handles EMPRESS. You Trill threy
And good bread, good Msoulta, g
pastry and most Important ot aX
rood cheer to greet you irken jm
come home for your dinner. Try H
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreee at
all other.

n

J.
Hay,
La

4

117 Gold Avenue

M. BERGER,

00C

Wholesale Ajrent. Albuquerque, N.

VI

FRENCH BAKERY

R. PALMER

213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

Fresh Meats,

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors
HOTTER NDT

FINE LINE OP

11HEAD
Better

HHWf

Than

Home-Mad-

CAKES

,

Alwaya on Hand.

e.

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

KeC00KfK

er

Convenience - Comfort - Security

jLV

N

makea

the

dutlea tighter, the carea
and the worrlee fewer.

leaa,

Frank Johnson is another prominent
Mason from San Marclal attending the
meeting of the Shrine. Mr. Johnson
conducts a meat market at San Mar-cia- l
and deals exttnsively in cattle.
John H. Johnson and John de Hart,
two well known Santa Fe engineers,
are in the ci y from San Marclal. They
are Shriners uud are having lots of
fun today.

Miori

Alway

(loldenberg, a well known
citizen of Tucumcari, where he Is the
banker anil general merchant of the
place. Is a Mason, who is here attending the "iloings," and enjoying hlni- -

DAY ANO NIGHT SCHOOL
FNTFR AT ANY TIMF RF.f.IN NOW

s. If.
Among the Shriners from Raton are
C. N. Biackwell, president of t lie First
National bank of the Gate City, who
is also chief executive of the New
Mexico Bankers' association,
whicn
Other
niet recently at Ms Vegas.

frank lhnning,

from

C. D.

Kron

Stansett,

are:

Fred

Bookkeeping
Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
Typewriting
Commercial Law
Butlneaa Practice
Manifolding
Penmanship
Banking
Correspondence
Butinesa Engliah
Spelling
Competent lnstr..:ore
New Management
Added Equipment
Reasonable Raiea
Fair Treatment

La Vtta Keomln

.

LIBRARY BUILDING,
Albuqutrqum, Nmw

Mleo

loose la Connection,

113

Vest

Ud Avtaae

H. O'REILLY & CO.

DRUGGISTS"
Mall Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES
LEADING

I

The St. Elmo
I

20

BARNETT, Prop'r.

West Railroad

Avenue

000O0O

O o

fr

e c

1,

T h e CITIZEN JOB

1

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

!

SAMPLE A NO

i

t)Oe0Oa000
H0da
Ltfr
Knvalopm

t
.

Fines! Whiskies

CLUB ROOMS

o

OOOe)

Commei'oi
Prin i

Not M0da
Program
!

'- -!

"tatloma

-

Room

re 0tt
turm
vary thing o

in

Mtii.

prlntar know a
haw to da . ...

ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE
Mllllkmn, Principal

On Ice

311 SOUTH FIRST STREET

We secure good positions for our graduates; atlcres$

r.

Midnight

Ready to Serve

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water

OeXXXOOO

The Albuquerque Business CoFege

12

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

V.

D.

representatives

orders ana umcnes served rrom 6 a. m. to

H&llv

D

3

DINNER 25 CENTS

I

LEON D.OTERN.PROPRiLTOR

HOME

YOUR

FFlaming's Grocery and Cafe

JOSEPH

Henry Grant, a general merchant of

IN

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

masonkP'notes.
Abiqulu, is in the city, to attend the
Masonic doings.

The telephone preserve your
health, prolongt your ilf and
protecta your home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Can You Solve This Rebus?

A.

telephone

The

gJ sAnmos

ssssso t totooocctcccto

V

t

o
SILK

KVEXIXQ

ALBUQUERQUE
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SATURDAY,

13, 1906.

Wommeini
AFTERNOON

COAT

OCTOBER

GOWN

Hew Yorfe FasMonn Le44er

silk and over it was worn a bolero
The hat that
of Broderle Anglalse.
was worn with this dress was of an
tint
peculiar
olive
shade. that
cer-tai- n
penny. that
with
goes so well
the manner of Its draping, for when and these cost anothercoatpretty
is a rattier
blues, and its trimming was
the arm la slipped through It. it has Altogether the dress
easy a big chou of brown net In the turn- fAT. CAR
the appearance of a sling: a sling, of expensive affair and is seldom
Ihe brim was a
course, that Is graceful and attract- to make for the home dressmaker. ed up back: alout roses
and leaves,
ive, which though it may suggest Indeed, coals are even harder than wreath of autumn
of rose and
the ama showing dull Fhadi-"first aid." Is so pretty and novel the dress for the fingers ofshow
her brown and yellow, and out from
that It promises to be a favorite with teur, and nearly always
among them arose a blue ostrich
mark.
trade
novellooking
for
Is
who
woman
the
plume, fulling from the right side
There Is just now a deal of indeties.
over the left and back. Brown
front
fashionable
most
the
about
cision
one
The description given me by
gloves,
a brown card case and umand
coat
The
short
coats.
length
of
"The
of our designers Is. fetching:
worn with this costume.
v brella
were
major-Itthe
with
favorites
are
cut
Etons
sleeve Is either plain or folded,
in the telling It may sound
Although
may
be
they
women,
as
and
of
circular, put Into the arm without
like, there Is somewhat crude, ir one lias in mum
fullness and drawn towards the un- made as warm as youmay
so
not be a the usual shades of these colors,been
they
why
der arm and slightly caught up there no reason
had
taste
and
skill
care,
much
designtailors
and
but
the
to give the sling effect. There Is no favorite,
of this
are trying to keep the expended in the combination
underarm seam. .The edges are left ers generally
disone
not
was
there
costume
that
three-quartto
the
coat
apart but joined by bands of velvet long or
with
wearer
the
and
not"',
cordant
must
be
or braid or stitched straps of the front, and of course trade
fair hair and complexion, was a
cloth. In length It comes below the helped out. Then there are women her
pleasant thing to look upon.
elbow as all correct sleeves for this who look too well in the long or half
In opposition to embroidery will
winter should do. The hem Is very lengths not to be considered. There
uses that fur will be put to,
open and loose, without flaring. Jt is one thing to be said for the short be theparadoxical
as It sounds, they
and,
V
is finished with a band of velvet or coat, It is easy to put 'on, It is less will
worn together, and often the
cloth. Usually the edge of this Is cumbersome and leaves the skirts effectbeIs most harmonious when some
trimmed with frills of plaited lace or and limbs free for walking.
are placed
Shipments are now coming in promptly and we
In the matter of coats I saw some of the soft brown furs
ribbon or hand embroidery. This Is
the creamy white embroiderespecially the kind of trimming used very beautiful ones last week strap- agalnsThis
of the
Is seen on some
fill. all orders. We receive
a great deal on every kind of sleeve, ped with cloth the same shade as ies.
hats seen in the exhiartistic
most
made.
they
were
which
of
the
silk
the
particularly
those that have
of our fashionable milThere seems to be a great liking for bition rooms of
French make and finish."
Blue Points from Great South Bay
these hats had a
with liners. One
these coats of silk trimmed
a
crown of fine Broderie Anglalse and
nandsome afternoon gown is
fashionSelects
from Louisiana
few
ultra
a
bands,
and
cloth
protective for the cold weather, bethe way all embroideries must be made of chiffon velvet of the softest
For the first chilly days a handsome cause of Its openness at the back able women are having BUlts made, bv
The
pastel
Boft
varieties.
fine
Standards from Texas
snade of
The
of cloth skirts decorated of the same
high corselet skirt is a gored circular
Ilk coat has been Imported. The and the bare wrist, many women ov consisting
only with machine stitching and us- brim was of velvet, blue, and about
In
ercome
objection
by
the
putting
and
this
head
and
lustrous
much plaited to give fullness at
fabric Is heavy and
the crown was a tail of fur, the
laid in box plaits, Inverted
a fancy colored lining, and If the ually
,..
yinit on the left front on a bunch of uie root.
if
-.- Kiio.
comber black ts relieved by white sat- sleeve
.,, ,wi
...
pious
"" i. nf laJttIICBt;
.,!
very
Is
.
thin,
such
A
material
flwor
broad fold of the veet is the
IIIU, lilt? IODHIUUOUIO
skirt
in nd delicate embroidery.
as lace, llngeres, thin silk, etc.. two Bilk of the same shade as thebands,
oniy
skirt trimming. Across the
siae
left
Underneath
the
winter
this
cloth
shapes linings are used, the first of some and strapped with the
One or the
was another small showing of fur, shoulders and vanishing beneath tho
the
of
of
are
these
majority
the
and
and
cutaway,
high
warm
materwool,
Is
or
silk,
or
other
the
a
skirt edge, are shaped reveres of
for street coats
a few were close fit- Iris and velvet, held together with
over which Is a fancy lining of long hip length;
large gold buckle. The costume worn the velvet. They are held in place by
this jacket is built upon these lines. ial
the
many
were
of
ting,
others
but
gold
old
colored silk to harmonize with the pony
a blue cloth, con petunia-colore- buckles, showlag a touch of
styles, slightly modified to suit with this hat was empire
The cutaway begins at the bust and Is gown, and
d
over this Is draped the
enamel. An under
Bklrt with
sistinc of a cloth
wearer.
figure
of
length.
s
the
the
bodice and cuffs are made of heavy
sling sleeve. Such sleeves are a re
panel,
down
front
the
fur
trimmed
efwinter
coats
Introduced
the
of
Irish
Is
short
The
guipure,
lief to anotherwlse plain gown, and
and the little collar ana
The whhe satin
whi,e fhe 1)oloro wfl8 of ye,vet trlm.
over a Bro(ierie shallow yoke are of French lace.
fectively in the chort underarm piece they have the recommendation of be styles are not cut off as those of theme(, w,th fur ta
were,
a
little
are
ones
summer
and
,alf)e bl0U3P ,lned with yeI1ow
A
which Is touched with a heavy cord. ing new and very stylish, which will
,
the make It popular for theater and re- below the waist line, some of them ...
H
tho vn, hn,le
Tlie pointed re vers are also of emfancllarge
in
or
delicately
buttons
bone
belted
ception wear.
f fhp .... rBrr.(1 011. the beautiful
white satin, but are
to
are
coats
ones
dressy
used
for
There has been a good deal of dis er
broidered with mauve and silver while
color scheme.
Iimvt hlack frogs Rive a decided pute over the empire dress and coat, fasten these Jaunty little garments
A great vogue is promised for the
many
single
but
are
breasted,
but at last the designers have come which are
nony skin
touch to the coat, The sleeves
made so good
Russian
lap
over to the left an Impression last that
to the conclusion that It shall stay have a pointed
long and roomy.
Beason and for the
with us for this season, at least. Cer side from the right, or tabs, or else regulation street costume, traveling
tainly there are modifications the straight straps down the front. Re- - etc., It Is very stylish; but as an acladles of the French court would member the belt should be narrow, cessory to a dress suit to be worn at
SERGE SUIT
the a high function it has too much the
never recognize and probably would three Inches being considered
deem a detraction from that classic limit for the widest, some of which appearance of the "rough and ready."
mode so much affected by them, but are of leather, which gives a quite
CATHERINE M
the styles suitable fol a French natty appearance to a street costume
Outside Building Orde rs Solicited and Work
court are not adapted for the hust- but Is not suitable for those Intend-- i
Heavy, impure blood makes a mudling life of the modern American ed for dressy wear. All the coats dy, pimply complexion, headaches,
Guaranteed First-Clas- s.
blood
Indigestion.
Thin
woman, who seldom plays the doll, seen so far fasten In front with but-- nausea,
perfect
pure restores
red,
whose life Is spent In strenuous af tons close to the throat and Indeed rich,
N. M. M
Given
fairs of life and living which keeps there are some that are quite mili- health.
o
.
M
her even more busy than the most tary In the style of collar, but are not
ARIZONA METHODISTS
ardent "little diplomat" of those old popular for wear with the fancy
ARE ASSIGNED
blouse or one that has a pretty coldays.
The following Is a complete list of
Some of the changes are the tight lar. Of course, it is better taste with
assignments
of
made at
fitting lining, which curves at the such n jacket to wear a tailor blouse. the late conference minister's
of
Methodist
the
the
worn
to
waist line like the princess dress and
be
Broderle Anglaise Is
Episcopal church at Tucson: S. J. Rogreally gets Its name from the bolero this winter on coats, of course. Its ers,
superintendent of mission; Bis-!evelhangs
loosely about the shoulthat
use is old but used on cloth and
J. U Burchman; Cananea, I. L.
new,
ders and bust. 'And the newest mod- vet and in large quantities Is
Douglas, C. W. Demlngs; Flag-r.lafOakes;
ification Is the sllg sleeve Just de- and yet it is most effective as a
C. P. Metcalf; Glendnle, William
scribed above. For dressy wear in trimming, and it Is likely to be very Whitfield; Globe, K. O. Decker; Jer
a carriage, at a reception, the thea- popular for those used for theater,
A. K. Stewart; Kingman, r . C
ter, or any place where dignity, stylo reception, calling and the long" opera ome.
Farr' Mesa, J. A. Crouch; Needles.
and long, graceful lines are needed, it cloaks. In many cases it is uyeu to Addis Albro; Phoenix, A. R. Maclean:
is certainly the dress to wear, if the match the color of the gown and Is Presrott, L. W. Wheatley; Safford, A.
mcellNG, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
blt,
woman Is not too flashy.
The tall then sued as panels on the skirt, bo- F.. Hawley; Tempe, Wilbur Fisk:
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Oct.
1906. Rate
$38.05 via Kansas City
woman of good form, even the short leros, wide collars and cuffs. A pret- Tombstone. J. M. Rich; Tucson, F. H.
A iianusome autu iin costume, fresh
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
woman If not too bI.hu may wear It, ty example of such a suit was seen Schafer; Willcox, R. C. Ople; Wins-low- ,
!rom tne hands of a snnrt tailor, is of
3atcs of sale October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
but flesh never. It was designed made of heavy blue cloth, rather light
;
W. A. Pratt; Williams, D.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
iiro.vn cloth, trimmed with tmbroider
for a woman of th Diana tvpe, and in shade, the skirt was laid In plaits
Yuma, J. M. Ochiltree.
W panne velvet.
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
The akin is untrim- proportion Is Its f.:sl requisite.
on the back nnd sides, while In tne
1906.
has the unlucky number of AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS, DENVER, COLO., OCT.
The coats of tfcf ;i ,)ire styles are front was a shaped panel of the
"Suffered day and night the tor- nied, andgores
Rate $19.75 for round trip. Date of sale October 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1906.
in it, yet is correct and
Nothing help- ihlfteen
.;; f il when made Broderie Anglalse; the empire belt ment of itching piles.
certainly very
Return limit October 31, 1906.
In some beautiful ciuiging goods such was of soft silk, which fastened un
ed nio until I used Donn's Ointment. well fitting.
DENVER, COLO..
The long coat Is close fitting at the NATIONAL GRANDE, PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
as some of the heavy close silks, that der a wide buckle and bow or tne It cured me permanently." Hon.
1906. For above occasion tickets will be sold for one fare
NOV.
in the front
keep their place, while the bolero Is embroidery. The blouse was of white Tohn R. Garrett, mayor, Girard, Ala. oeck and demi-nttinplus $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
opening over an elaborate waistcoat
Date of sale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1906.
lo permit this to be well seen, the
NEHOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA,
c::at is cut decidedly low, while over
fare for round
BRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC. Rate one and
the corners of It und out upon the
trip. Tickets on tale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 days from
shoulders Js an unique arrangement
date of sale.
This apparently is
' of the broadcloth.
have stopped in the middle of their held In place by large smoked pearl
CITY, MO,
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KANSAS
NOV.
1906. Rate $30.75 for round trip. Tickets on ale Nov. 17.
Bermons to raise their hands to heav-- ouuons, two or wnich fasten the garThis can be extended until
18, 19 and 20. Limit of tickets Nov. 28.
en In disgust at what they termed the ment below the walstcoaot. The browto
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit.
velvet of This is wrought with a vawo-"Immodesty" of the peek-a-boriety of colored silks in floral design. AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO.
man. President Roosevelt also bad
1906. For the above occasion round trip tickets will
DECEMBER
The sleeves are long and half
be sold at rate of $42.25. Date of sale November 22 to 28, inclusive.
his say about the muchly discussed
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Home
waist. He even threw hi the open- Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to the East.
work stockings as a shocking exam- SECOND ANNUAL HORSE
SHOW AT BALTIMORE
T. Em PURDY, Agent. Albuquerque
ple of the American woman's morai
Baltimore, Aid.. Oct. 13. At the
decay. But Just so long as her desire Green Spring Valley
kennels here
'
for pretty things was satisfied the wo- today the second annual horse show
was held, the very valuable prizes
man herself didn't care what the
1
part of humanity was saying. offered In all classes attracting recSuddenly, however, she became tired ord entries. ponyIn the ladies' hunter
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
class .and
driving class espeand
a change and the mannish cially the I
wanted
s
v
f
.
,
s".
were
x
such
'
'..-t
of
i
EASY TO REACH.
fit,
'
lallor-niadA smart little suit of Freuch blue
t
was brought style that the Judges, ('has. R. Roof,
chiffon serge has a small surplice
RELIEVES PAIN.
forth and the fashionable waist makers Jr., of Alexandria igul E. A. Barker
coat which vanlabcg under a high gir:ire marking down their 125 lingerie of Warrenton. Va., had considerable
BUILDS
dle all the way around. The skirt has
Uf THE SYSTEM.
waUts to anything you want to nay difficulty in making their awards.
unique panels, heavily stitched. The
CURES RHEUMATISM.
...:;
t
.
fcll
tort hem Just to Ke'-- rid of them, for
"V." I
buttons on the tabs are of old silver,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Danie Fashion Is abroad with a new
each holding a large dark blue stone.
CURES I :DNEY AILMENTS.
decree and experience has taught that Department of the Interior, Land OfThe sleeves are largo puffs with
is
fice
she
bp
N.
at
Fe,
22,
Santa
JI
to
inn
Sept.
to
cutis
trifled with.
CURES DIABETES.
the elbows . From these
1S0G.
fall small circular cape pieces over the
CURES INDIGESTION.
arms.
lore
Notice is hereby given that. William
O. Tight of Albuiiuerque, N. M., has
CURES DROPSY.
i
filed notice of his intention to make
VELVET HAT
final commutation proof in support of
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
AFIRST
ACCOMMODATIONS
9112 made April 2, 190fi, for the NE
CLASS.
23.
Section
T.p. 10 N.
Range 3 E, and that said proof will
tie made before the Probate Clerk, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,
See Santa Fa Agent for round
1906.
rates, good for thirty diys.
trip
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Ai. F. Angell, C. E. Hodgin, Charles
Etne. Airs. John Brown, all of Albu
o
The
waist is dead, and
querque, N. A..
from its ashes risen the tevere tailor-mad- e
MANUEL R. OTERO,
lined shirtwaist of classic outRegister.
line. And now the ministers and morDanger From the Plague,
alists who have made themselves
There's grave danger from the
hoarse preaching against the flimiiy
plague of coughs and colds that are
peek a boo may fold their
so prevalent unless you take Dr.
CHRISTIAN 11UOTJIERS
King's New Discovery for Consump-- !
hands in peace for the American woAirs. fioo.
tion. Coughs and Colds.
man with her capricious desire for
Ale., writes:
Walls,
City,
of
Forest
change is anxious to demonstrate to
"It's a Godsend to people living iu
the world that nature gave here a
climates where coughs and colds preFORTY-EIGHT- H
pair of broad, perfectly shai.ed shouldvail. I find it quickly ends them. It
prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe,
ers, the effect of which annot be maru'ives wonderful relief In asthma and
3rd""
red by the mannish blurt waist that
weak lungs
buy fever and makes
is now considered the proper thing.
strong enough to ward off consumpv.
There has been no article of feminblue velvet hat lias a low,
tion, coughs and colds. 6"c anil $1.
Trial
.i'iwi,, s.iort iu trout. Massed ine attire f ir several decades that ha-Cuaranteed by a'.l druggists.
; r . l- i:.e Iron l are gold gia;es, w hile
I
et:le free.
a furore as 'be fluffy,
created
such
luxuriantly at the buck and
peekflimsy, fussy, lace
ask for JAFFA S KRACK KREA'
I il. b are four large feathers iu de. :
aboo waist. Ministers from the altar
In CAD and take no other.
.du aud iay.
New York, Oct. 13. 1 must tell of heavy, fine lace, some of which
yon of the newest thing In sleeves represents a small fortune In Itself.
the beau. ...my enamthat has Just come oat; It Is called Then orthere are buttons
that are used,
Jeweled
the "sling sleeve," which comes from eled

Sea.
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St. Michael's College
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YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE

f

w

RANGE WITH

FIVE-HOL-

WARMING CLOSET,
OVEN, TWO GRATES. WATER
BACK OR RESERVOIR.

;J

4

$29.00
$26.00

V

.

lT'"
''Jr1-".-:-

-

ON TIME

CASH

Corner Coal and Second

EOT!) PHONES

i

HUE

MURDERED FELLOW CONVICT AND THEN SUICIDED
In a report to the territorial board
of control Monday the superintendent'
or the prison at
uma, Ariz., gave
the details of the suicide of Tom
Quern, a Chinaman, who, according
to a coroner's jury, was guilty of the
murder of John Brown, a fellow convict, several nights before. Quern

PROTE- C- FORGER'S SISTER

II ill

IS

TO

CLERKS

ANXIOUS

hung himself some time during Saturday night and he was not found
when
until the following morning,
the guard had opened his cell to pass

ABOUT HIM

r

him food.

HARVEY

...

HOUSE

HOME CAPITAL TO
BUILD RAILROAD
A Roswell
dispatch to the Denver
Kepuliliean says: The important an-

nouncement was glvtn out thf t pf rH
incorporating the Roswell - EtbtefE
railway have been tent to tlie terrt
torial secretary at Santa
en-panis incorporated for finonoo, and
10 per cent has been paid tc tie tiw-urer- ,
Kirby S. Woodruff. I Tfc stoak
consists of 1.000 tharef, jar viJtj
lioo. The incorporators are: Klrtj

!.

S.

Woodruff

of Boewell,

Ctte

well.

W

Bar-net-

. M

t,

m

The company will construct a road
from Roswell eastward to the Texas
tie with the ultimate object of a Texas connection. Surveys have been
made and three feasible routes plan-li- t
d.
he liana and estimates will be
ready in about ten days. The news
was received here with preat rejoicing
as the great uved of Roswell has been
a railroad making connection In Texas'
mm
Superintendent J. L. Rarnes of the
Southern Kansas division of the Santa Fe uas received his
private car
from the Topeka shops, where it has
been undergoing remodeling fur three
months. The car has been rencCeM
and redecorated. It contain a retention room luxuriously furnished, commodious sleeping and dining rooms,
and a well equipped ki'.Cjn. Py7
dining room service tuere It a rCver
table service provided ty tie company, a system of Plntict lights
tsi
been installed.
--

Or. J. p. Kaster, c!iJel

4
tVJif
Hue of tk

fj?i
Jf.'nt

tie

the Rural Districts oNew

Inqulrltto
Superintendent Iladly.

Mexico-Ma- ny

O. BAMBINI.

White House Restaurant and
Lodging House
MEALS AT ALL HOURS

Competent school teachers 10 are
out of employment or who ardorced
to seek a higher altitude on ."count
posi.if ..i,,. lire, I her.l'u ca t
f.iVM!i.j ef
tion. by applying
vcJ.eci
the ;i: or cohm
fc-

ls

" le terin New Mexico.
ritory is short of good teach, and
especially in the country dlricts,"

The sister of David Baer, who passed several bogus checks in this city
some time ago, is anxious to know ell
about nlm and of course about his arrest on the forgery charges. The
Phoenix Gazette, October 10, says:
The sheriff's office received a message yesterday asking for particulars
concerning the arrest of David Baer,
the sender being Mrs. E. L. King of
New York City, a sister of his. Deputy Sheriff Frank King answered the
message stating that Baer was under
arrest here charged with forgery and
that he would more than liktly be
bound over to the grand Jury.
Baer was given Ills preliminary
hearing this afternoon beginning at 4
o'clock in Judge Johnstone's court,
two or three additional checks forged

315 South Second Street.
says Superintendent of Pub:
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
struction Hadley. "I am geing In- One Block1 From Depot and Two
quiries for them from varlou counBlocke From Postoffice.
ties. I received an inquiry fim the
P. ZITO, Proprietor.
In-

superintendent of schools otiocorro
county, if school tenchers looking
for positions will take what e have
to offer them at present we c probNo. 111 North First
ably give them something bt:er lat- DINELLI A LENCIONI, Street
Proprietors.
er on. Some of the country sitions WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS,
now open pay good salaries.
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Professor
Hadley Is
Put Up for Travelers.
school statistics of the coutles in
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.
the territory which he wilpmbody
in his annual report. He hasalready
PIONEER BAKERY
received reports from severa of the
counties, and finds some dtlnctlve
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor
feature In each that has so !r come
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
under his scrutiny. In Qua county
for Instance twelve new scbol dis WEDDING CAKES A SPKCIALTY.
tricts have been formed site last
guarwe desire patronage an't
year on account of the larg Imml
antee first class
gratlon In that locality. Sa Juan
South First 8treet. v iquerque.
county springs Into promlnece be
cause of the systematic way i which
VV. L. TPIMBLL & CO.
ine pou tatx has been colleced.

Rico Hotel and Bar!

one-thir-

i

BIG GRIRDION BOSSES OF

YALE AND HARVARD

at ner oarbra. No.
209 West Railroad avenue, Is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing,
corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. 8he
gives raaesage treatment and manlcntw
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own nrenr&tinti
or complexion cream builds up the
skin and improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
Sue also orepares a hair tonic thU
cures end prevents dandruff and naif
fnlltnir niif raatAPca HfA tn AamA liottx
removes moles, warts and superfluous!
hair. Also a face powder, a freekl
cure and pimple cure and pile cure;
All of tbeje preparations tre purerjl
vegetable compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatmett
of scalp, faco and cure of wrlnkiet.
It Is also used for rheumatism, pairs
and massage
Mrs. Bamoini.

trt

;'

Motherly

i

SAMUEL

'

.ae
ri )

F. B. MORSE,

CXfUIn Yale Eleven.
h Il3v
of Newton, Mass.,

tor college at Andover,
tcck an active interest in
MiMiMiui, iksw uaata ball and foot ball.
He was especially proficient in ice
hockey.
year he played halfback on Vale's varsity, his work during the year classing him among the
brightest of gridiron stars.
In tne battle with Harvard he was
the feature of the Yale side, making
gains when hope had almost been lost.
His famous tackle of Wendell after
that wonderful player had eluded all
others on the blue side, will always
be a matter of gridiron history. Wen- -

Ist

I

Captain Harvard Eleven.
Haiherly Foster, captain of Oils
year's Harvard eleven, Is a Boston
boy. He got his start in athletics at
Hackley school. Foster entered Harvard and followed up athletflcs at
Cambridge, playing halfback on the
Treshman eleven and on last year's
varsity team.
In the annual conUst with Yale last
year, Foster played a star game until
he was injured. His best play was In
the first naif, when Wendell and Can-harepeatedly bucked the Yale line
only to stop in their tracks. Then
on Harvard's
line lie set the
crimson side of the stadium wild with
cheers by carrying the ball three suc-- 1
cesslve times for substantial gains.
Foster stands 5 feet 10 inches and
weighs 170 pounds. He Is a brother
of Sumner Foster, the well known
yachtsman

IN

The New York Saloon and
Rooming House

best-regulat- ed

;V

BAR

CONNECTION.
No. 209 South First Street.
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

An Awful Cough Cured.
"Two years ago our little girl ha(
a touch of pneumonia, which left het
with un awful cough. She had spelli
of coughing, just like one with th
whooping cough and some though:
she would not get well at all. W
got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cougl
Remedy, which acted like a charm
She stopped coughing nnd got stout
and fat," writes Mrs. Ora Bussarc,
Brubaker, 111. This remedy is fcr
sale by all druggists.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

the undersigned for the boring or drilling of a well
in Fairview cemetery, as per specifications, which will be furnished upon
Bills are invited by

i

SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CIITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
LIVERY,

arness
at Reduced
Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TiivlE TO BUY , BUGGY. THAT NOTION
IS COSTING
THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Albuquerque

Dr.

Foundry and

Machine Works

f.

R.
MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and bumber Care; SkafUsn.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column and Iron Frosts le
Buildings.
(
trmpalrm on Mining and Mill Machinery a poeialty
foundry east side ot railroad track.
Aleaqeereae, m. m.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
General Baitdtng Sep piles

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquetti

VISIT212OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STREET
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

J. KORBER

ling's

ALBUQUkTRQUr,

& CO.

Nov Discovery
0NSUMPTI0N

OUGHSand

Pries
BOeMI.OO
Free Trial.

OLDS

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO XBOUB-X.E- 3,
or MONEY BACK.

B. RUPPE

,

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE,

At Consistent
Prices

j j j

Dr. Wllllamn' Indian Pile

Ointmentwill cure llllnd,
UlettlliiK
nd
Iluhlnn
l'llt n. It nl)sorl)H the tuiunra.
ulluys the ltcblnK al '"re, acts
an a poultice, ir'vrs Instant re.
lift. J)r. YV'liltuinx'lnriliinl'iloOlnt-lnrn- t
Irt nifnarod Inr Pi Inn and I
inff of tho private p:irttt.
Kvery box ts
wurmnUMl. Itv druiiristn. hv muil n rn
eMpt ot priro. Ml ce nt and SI.IMI. WILLKNlS
CO., i'rop. Cleveland, ouio.
SCANUFACTURING
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.

THIBD STREET

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and Jap-a-lac.

408

W.

Railroad Avanua

Meat Market
8alt Meets
Steam 8auaage Factory.
'
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street,
All Kinds of Freeh and

W. E. M AUGER

B. A. SLEYSTER

WOOL

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC. ,
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

with Raaoe A Maufter.
Office, 115 North First 8t
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Indian Summer

all year 'round
lm

to be found in hornet

by
HOT WATER. SYSTEM.
The Atmosphere remain

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ha&
Drain and Fuel.
General Repair Shop.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Llqoora
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
and Cigars. Place your order tea
line and gas stove repaired.
this line with vs.
NORTH THIRD STRJEbTB,
Next to Walton's drug store, Sout
Third street.
7

M.

warmed

balmy
and evenly

pure,

li-

WANTED.

At once, boy. about II to 16
old, who desires to loam lilt 'I'.u'.tl I
trade. Apply at this office.

rsiu

t

TOTI A OR API

L. H. SHOEMAKER

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

tempered.

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
100 North Broadway, corner of Wss
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. Ml

RANKIN & CO.

STRONG'S SONS,
Supts. Fairview Cemetery.

O. W,

So teanamfcal.

A Badly

EitimaU

FIRB INSURANCE. REAL B3TA Vw
LOANS.
Automatic phone 4S1.
10,
Room
N. T. Armljo Building

UNDERTAKERS

frmt.

PLUMBING.
STANDARD
AND HEATING CO.

Superintendent
Fairview
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

A. E. WALKER,
riRE
INSURANCE.

MONUMENTS
201-11- 1

N. Second 8L. Bots Psenes.

Secretary Mutual Building Amo
tlon. Office at 217 West Rallru
avenue.

s
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LATEST

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

application.

Burned Girl
or lxy, man or woman, is quickly
out of pain if Bucklen's Arnica Salve
dell was breaking for the Yale goal, Is applied promptly. O. J. Welch of
with practically an open field, when Tekonsha, Mich., says: "I use It in
Morse, with a marvelous dive tackle, my family for cuts, sores and all
grabbed him.
sldn Injuries, and find it perfect."
Morse weighs lfiO pounds and Is 5 Quikest pile cure known. Best healfeet 11 inches tall.
ing salve made. 25c at all druggists.

THE

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc.,
Harness & Saddles,

CURE thk LUNGS

WITH

and Tijeras Avenuw

oeoocooccoooxoooecc

KILLthc COUCH
and

Strut

Cornar Flrtt

y

Defreest of Roe well, Rlcturd F.
capitalist of Roswell; Ckcrge T.
Veal, capitalist of RoeweJ, and W. T.
Sells, capitalist and reerttiat ot Ea

the hospital on th.j trail.
Santa Fe, tat reuttei u
ter an InsjiertlNi irjr tc
hospitals.

ar

'

FIRE VICTIMS
With no means of support, many of
of
women
victims
the
the Harvey
house fire at Needles early last month
says
are almost penniless,
the Los Angeles Examiner.
Sixteen women lust their cl'JtUing
and personal effects aggregatlcg eever"
al thousand dollars in the Needle
lire.
Among those who are convalescing
at the Santa Fe hospital ere: Innlce
Cole, Mary Bauman, Mary Hart, Kate
Bauman, Eleanor H ami; tea, Kaxy
and J. S. Llebenroo. Ltule
Assen and Mary KolmS, iK
eJ
whom sustained scriou ttjarles, ire
living in this city.
Miss Cole, one of the most seriously
injured. Is badly burned about the face
neck and hands. One of her fingers
will be amputated.
Mary Bauman is badly burned on
the hands and arms and in all probability will be disfigured for life.
"These girls have nothing," said Mr.
Pow.
"They lost everything in the
fire,"

DEMI

ipirin-tenden-

AND..

up-'tal-

first-clas-

On Saturday a coroner's Jury investigating the death of John Brown,
a twenty-yeconvict, , returned a
verdict that he had been murdered
and fixing the blame on the Chinaman named Tom Quem. The celestial was made acquainted with the
findings of the jury. In the meantime he was placed in solitary confinement in the dark cell. When the
guard made the rounds on Sunday
morning it was discovered that Q'Jem
had taken his life. He had used a
towel as a rope and had stood on a
stool to tie the rope to a bar in the
top of the cell. He then kicked the
Wounds, Bruises ana Buns,
stool out from under him. Death reBy applying an antiseptic resslng
sulted from strangulation, the neck
not being broken.
to wounds, bruises, burns and Ike In
juries before Inflammation Ms in,
Accidents will happen, but the
they may be healed without latura- families keep Dr. Thomas' tion and in about
time
Kclectric Oil for such emergencies. required by the old treatmentte This
It subdues the pain and heals the Is the greatest discovery
and Humph
hurts.
of modem surgery. Chanifcrlain'a
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM Pain Balm acts on this sanu nrincl
pie. It is an antiseptic and wien ap
BREAD and take no other.
plied to Biich injuries, causes them to
heal very quickly. It also alays the
pain and soreness and preveits any
aanger of blood poisoning. Keep
bottle of Pain Balm In yoir home
and it will save you time an money.
not to mention the InconvenUnce and
suffering such injuries entail. For
sale by all druggists

Steel Underframe Postoffice She Writes to the Sheriff at
Cars Being Generally Used-oPhoenix From New York
the Santa Fe.
For Information.
Steel underframe postal cars are
looked upon with favor by the officials
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
railroad, and all fast trains are now
equipped with mail cars of this description.
"We liave 39 of these cars In service
now," said J. P. Lindsay, superintendent of mail service of the Santa Fe
who is In Topeka attending the time
curd meeting. "In addition to the 39
cars now In service we have an order
in for five more which will be delivered shortly. This number of cars Is
sufficient to equip all. of the heavy
trains. .The branch line trains and
minor main line trains are by no
means all equipped with this class of
postal cars as yet but I presume it is
safe to say that no more postal cars
will be purchased which are without
steel underframes. In addition to the
modern postal cars in use on the fast
trains there are probably 175 other
postal or combination postal cars in
service on the line.
"Postal clerks all over the country
are asking that steel underframe cars
be used on account of the fact that it
practically insures safety In case of
a wreck.
"We had an experience with our
train No. 9 recently on the western
division. Several of the cars left the
tracks, among them one of the steel
underframe postal cars. While the
postal car received the roughest of
the shock of the wreck, the clerks
were not hurt and the car was hardly
damaged to the extent of a hundred
dollars. WJilch is remarkable.
"Steel underframe cars cost aboit
40 per cent more than the wood frame
carg which have always teen, used.
Vvaen the fact is take a Into cecal Uro
tion, however, that in cass of wreck.
or derailments the liability to loss
from damages to the car is minimized,
and thnt the safety of the lives of the
clerks Is assured together with the
safety of the contents of the car, it.
is regarded by railroad officials today
to be the economical car."

In

Vehicles

merchant tailoring shop is
over No. 20H West Railroad ave
nue, where I solicit the pafonage of
ihe public. All work, guaranteed
as 1 have had fifteen years' experience In the business. Suits made
t ) order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use win not
f jirileV
Inlnrn thu iloth
varments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
o order. Give me a trial.
My

How's This?

We oftVr One Hundred lxillnra Howard
for Hiiy case of Cntnrrh thnt cannot be
'cured by Hall a t'ntnrrh
Cure. F. " J.
Ohio.
tHKXKf Ai CO., Toli-do- ,
i", iIih
have known K.I
J. t'h'Mipy for tlte Inst 15 years, and
I't'll'Ue him perfectly bonoralilo in all
business transactions nnd financially able
to carry out any obllKftlons made by his
tinn.
Waidlnn. Klnnan & Mnrvln,
Wholesnlo liriiKKlsts. Toledo, O.
Mall's 1'atnrrh Cure Is tnken Internally,
nctiiig directly upon the blood nnd ml- com purfnceH of the system. Testimonials
sent free, f'rice iic. per bottle. Sold by
'all DrupKlRta.
Take Halls Family Fills for constlpn '
tinn

D. EMMONS
J. The
Furniture Man

r,f

STlflji.-.T'o.

V

N

00000C0C00Oe00

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WE81
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMBINI. PROPRIETOR.

I

TEACHERS

PAGE SEVEN.
MERCHANT

COM PETEIT

Paso and Albuquerque.
I: seems thnt he had a special form
always writing the checks for $18 and
using three or four names sometimes
making one the signer of the check
and again another while the names
wer" alternated In using them as the
one to whom payable. The numbers
ion a majority of his checks was 1171,
another liumbt r used was 1141. He
passed two In El Paso and one In

STOP! LISTEN!

A

him and passod by his wife have
received. They were passed In

len
El

EVENING CITIZEN.

0
0
0
Koooeoeo
OsexoeoX0CeK0
0
GOME TO BELEN. N. M.
0
0
It
0
A
Railway Center
It
,
PELKN
OF
0
Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
A
THE JUNCTION OF THE
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS,
0
Located on Belen
0
of Santa Fe Railway
LINE OF THE
FE
f
FREIGHT
TRAINS
OF
THE
FE
WILL
0
WEST
0
THE
LINE
BELEN,
0
POINTS
0
EAST
WEST,
SOUTH.
THE
0
0
EASTERN
NORTHERN STATES
EL
0
0
Belen Town and Improvement
The
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE
THE CENTER
0
BUSINESS
0
RESIDENCE
OF THE
OF THEM
WELL
0
of
Company
WITH
FEET,
Are Owners
0
CULTIVATION);
IMPROVED
SAND OR
0
FEET WIDE,
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS
0
WE NEED
PARK
BEAUTIFUL
Belen Townsite
0
0
TREES; PUBLIC
HOTEL
0
CHURCHES;
HOUSE.
0
POPULATION OF
CLUB;
0
PEOPLE: SEVERAL IJUtGE MERCANTILE
0
PRICES OF
ARE LOW
0
TABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROU.ER
0
PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
TERMS
BARRELS
LARGE
0
fmThe
Belen
and
PURCHASE
0
Town
WINERY;
THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS.
0
BELEN
THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
0
0
SECURITY
WITH
ONE
FLOUR WHEAT.
0
WITH PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
CENTRAL NEW
0
IMPORTANCE
Co.
0
provement
GREAT COMMERCIAL
ONCE
0
PRICES, IF
TiiiT NEAR FUTURE
0
ESTIMATED.
SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
0
ro SO sosotcsojosottosoijocosoeoe
0
0OCC)OOXX0aO0OK
BERBER,
JOHN
BECKER,
Pres.
WM.
3ec'y.
(CVOtot ovoac toeosoaooocooop
0
0
K0KoeKoKOOfOe0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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roKoscsoxoosjos)
000O0OeO0O0OOS)
Its Location
iZ

SOS

IS 31 MILKS SOUTH
ALBUQUER-Qt'KN. M., AT
MAINSANTA
SYSTEM
LEADING
EAST AND
FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
KAST TO SAN
CITY. GALVESTON AND
LOS ANGELES.
AND FROM
FRANCISCO.
AND
TO
PASO AND TEXAS.
AND
l.Oofl
LOTS, 25x
140
BROAD 80 AND
LAID OUT

MAIL AND

Cut-of-

OVER

MAIN

AND

CITY,
BY

2(1

W

WITH
AND GRAND
SCHOOL
COMMERCIAL

GRAVEL.

LAKE AND PUBLIC
OLD SHADE
COSTING $16,000;

LOTS
ON EASY
WARRANTY
DEEDS.
S
MONEY CASH.
MORTGAGE
NOTE.
8
YEAR.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

IS

IN

AS A

A

MODERN

AND

OUR

DAILY;

ETC.

WOOL.

IN
GRADED (MANY
NO
A FIRST-CLASGOOD,

1.500

A

150

GO

TO

S.

AND

ES-

MILL. CAPACITY

SANTA
THROUGH
NORTH AND

WINE. BEANS AND HAY
MEXICO.
ITS
RAILROAD CITY IN
CAN NOT BE

APPLY AT
YOU WISH TO

M.

D

MAY

REMAIN
FOR

FOR MAPS AND

ON

ALBTJQTJEQUE
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Imaculate Conception

For Fall and
Winter....
cold and dampness. No unnecessary
you out. Soft and flexible to feet;
easy without breaking In. Stylish and veil fitting to show off your
We guarantee the wear and make you
foot to the best advantage.

Just heavy enough to keep out
leather to carry around and tire
ttie Judge of our prices.

$3.50
2.50
2.25
1.75
3.00
2.50
1.50
60
1.00

Men's Patent Colt Shoes
Men's Vlcl Kid Shoes
Men's Box Calf Shoes
Men's Satin Calf Shoes
Women's Patent Kid Shoes
Women's Vlcl Kid Shoes
Women's Dongola Shoes
Women's Slippers Felt or Kid
Shoes for Boys and Girls

to $4.00
to 4.00
to 3.50
to 2.00

to

5.00

to 5.00
to 2.25
to 3.00
to 2.50

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
purchased at F. F. Trotter's
WTien
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This is because we always procure tae best manufactured.
e find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
isos. 118 and

South Second street.

120

SSL"

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The

Greatest Fair Has Passed Into History

We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
choice bargains, which we wish to dispose of In order to make
WATCHES, STERLING
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY,
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC., ever offered to the good people
of Albuquerque.

The

Hfckox-Maynar- d

New

Mexico's

Co.
Leading

,

Jewelers

Band In Your Watehaa tor Repair
SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

ES3

33!

ALBUOUEROUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fotffth and Railroad "Avenue

I's

Jpls-copa-

HARDWARE.

HARNESS

ll

SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING

g

T1NN1NCJ

o

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

CO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

Church -- -

Science service ft 11 o'- florpunday morning at the Woman's
clubiKims, Commercial club building,
com of Fourth street and Gold ave
nue.'

Sfaul's Lutheran Church Corner
of Stli street and silver avenue,
Hev. Moser, pastor.
a. m.
SiMav school at
Giian service and sermon at 11
a. r KnKlisn service mm bch"""
at f. in. Ilautisnial service after.
the rfinung service.
Church Fifth
Fit Presbvterian
and liver avenue, Rev. Hugh A. Coop
er iRtor. Services tomorrow ai h
a. mand 7:30 p. m. In the morning
then will be communion and recep-- 1
tlnmf new members. Evening sub--1
ject' ibe Program of Peace,"
at each service. A cordial
invittlon is extended to the public.

THAT'S WHAT IT PRACTICALLY AMOUNTS TO.
SUMMER WE SOLD OUT OUR ENTIRE LINE
OF BOYS' AND YOUTHS' SUITS, PREPARATORY TO
ENLARGING THE DEPARTMENT AND THE BUYING
OF A BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE STOCK
FROM A NEW YORK HOUSE.
LAST

The Entire New Line is now on sale and embraces the choicest goods which could be
purchased in New York City

206 West Gold Avenue

PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE
DISPLAY OF BOYS' RUSSIAN SUITS WITH KNICKERBOCKER TROUSERS AGES 6 TO 16.
PRICES

Ip

W. H. HAHN & CO.
and Retail

Whol0mlm

On

Ccgregational Church
Hpv. .1. W. Barron, pastor.
Mmltig service at 11 o'clock. Topic

Coal and Coke

of nfl.ion. "Christ Seeking the Lost."
Th following musical selections
will f rendered:
Omn Prelude Processional (Ba

tiste

r,t "A Divine Redeemer" (Gou
noil i Mrs. Howard Clark. Mrs. E. L
Waslinrn.
OKrtory Prelude (Batiste).
Omn Postlude Recessional.
Suday school will meet at 9:45
Y.r. S. C. E. at 6:30.
Etnlng service will be held at
7:3i) The pastor will deliver the sec- nH if a course of lectures on practlca and timely topics, "Capital and

Best American Block
Hard Nut Coal
Laraer Sizes
Domestic Gas Coke
Green Mill Wood, per load
Dry Mill Wood,

per

load

190.

'

Lindemann

&

13,

Boys' Clothing Store

Respectfully Yours,

Learnard

OCTOBER

A BRAN NEW

CONCERN:!

MAY

We are prepared to sup
ply the music trade of
this city and the territor- ies of New Mexico and
Arizona. May we not
be favored with your
patronage?

riia

has returned to the city.
Kllsworth lnaalls, special attorney
fo rth" department of Justice, Indian
depredation claim department, ig In
l,us Vegas on business.
ThoniflH Hudson, a brother of Col.
Richard Hudson, came in from Denver
this morning, and is taking part in
the Shriners' meeting this afternoon.
It. I) Stevenson and wife have returned from a visit of several weeks'
duration in Ohio. Mr. Stevenson Is
one of the proprietors of the Monarch
Grocery company.
J. B. Mayo, candidate on the republican ticket for county commissioner,
has gone to his mines In the Golden
district end expects to be back in
two or three days.
K. A. Cahoon, prominent among the
Masons of Roswell. is In the city for
the purpose of attending the carnival
of grand lodge meetings which will
occur during the next week.
The management of the Tent rink
had made arrangements to have an ex
hibition of moving pictures tonight
but on account of an accident to tht
machine the pictures will not be
shown.
Mrs. Garfield Hughes is here from
Chicago on account of the Illness of
her mo'.her, Mrs. Yott. Mrs. Yott Is
better, however, nd on the road to
recovery. This will be cheerful news
to her many friends.
J Tocco. the Sandla mountain min
er, and his sister Mls3 S. Tocco, who
left Albuquerque about two months
ago for a visit to Europe and particularly to old Italian friends, returned to
the city last night.
Dr. Darila Valle, for years a practicing physician of San Rafael, Valencia
county, is in the city and this morning informed this office that he and
family had moved here. In order tha
the children can attend the public
schools of the city.
Dr. E. N. Wilson Is having eli?ht
new cottages constructed on the Highlands at a cost of about $16,000. Seven
of them are brick and one la frame.
The doctor Is showing his faitn in Al
buquerque by putting his money Into
residence property.
A lecture will be delivered tomor
In
row night
the Congregational
church on thi timely and Important
topic of "Capital and Laiior," consid
ered from the standpoint of the worl:
Ing man. All workmen are especially
and cordially Invited.
Clarence Hover, residing at No. 114
.North Walnut, picked up on East Rail
road avenue, near High street this
morning a small gold ring and a small
turquoise stone. Property evidently
belongs to some little girl, who can
have same by calling at this offlo.o. ,
YVell known Roswell genilemen!io
are here In consequence of tho MyVlfl
work are John W. Poe of the Cftizeu's
National bank of that place, Jame W.
Vvillson of the New Mexico Mllltafy
a i:opu-la- r
Institute, and Robert Kellahin,
'
r
Insurance man.
A rare opportunity Is off(?ted jtjie.
people of this city to hear onu"W tu
l
great preachers of the Methodist
church tomorrow morning nhen
Hishop David H. Moore speaks at tbe
First Methodist Episcopal church.
Hlshop Moore Is one of the foremost
men In tfie Episcopacy and Is a widely
renowned preacher.
Michale McCloskey, aged 43 yean,
died at his abode on tbe Highlands of
tuberculosis this morning at 1 o'clwk.
He came here ten days ago from Silver City, and was In robust health tn-the was affected by hemorrhag?s,
which caused his demise. Friends of
the deceased miner have been
of his death by wire and the
body Is being held at the undertik-Inestablishment of O. W. Stronj's
Sons for disposition. His home Is In
Leadville, Colo.
The Friday night club was 'at
home" at the Elks' rink last night to
twnty-twInvited couples. Skatiig
furnished diversion from 8 o'clock until midnight wlien the Invited paid
their respects to Messrs. V. D. Campbell. Clifford Hayden and Will H.
Pratt, who lultlated the party. The
affair was delightfully informal and
the guests expressed their pleasure to
the hosts of the evening, organiza
tion of the Friday night cluh will be
made permanent and the club purposes to entertain on two Friday even-lngeach month hereafter.
You need a pair of our Comfort
slippers in order to enjoy your even-Incat home to their fullest extent,
KM or frilt iinnora in. red. black, green
or brown, with fur trimmings or
Dlaln. All sizes for men, women and
children. Prices run front COc to
Mav'a
ti.r.0.
Shoe Store. 314
West Railroad avenue.

IT

TO WHOM

iCurMnsss at 7 a. m., high mass and
:;
'" rtve"ln8 service
Rfrnh
and inferem e at 7:3" P. m.

Chaves, a will known
Itoherto
l.unas, U In
youiiR gentleman of
l he city today on l.usiness.
Mrs. O. iv Matron, wife f Attorney
a
bark In the east
Matron, wlm
on a visit to relatives and friends,

Stylish Shoes

,

worship

PERSONAL
.1.

SATURDAY,

Inhere To

LOCAL. AND

t.

CITTZEN

EVENING

RANGE FROM $4.50 TO $8.00.
BOYS'

$6.50
8.50
9.50
$2.25
z.79
a.uu

SUITS,

DOUBLE-BREASTE-

$3.50 TO $7.00.

YOUTHS'

SUITS,

14 TO 20 YEARS,

$8.0S

TO $27.00.

I

Factory Blocks, per ioaa
Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
.
in All Sizes.
Phones

-

Auto. 416

Black, 280

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no other.

top
Lai" subject for tonight. This
working
ic wll be presented from the
mam standpoint and all workmen

are esneclallv Invited.
Sreral fine musical selections will
be endered.
Frst Baptist Church Lead avenue
aiulproadway. Sunday Bchool at 9:50
a. r., J. A. Hammond superintendent.
PiiHic worship at 11 a. m. ana v:vsu p.
m .tvlth sermons by the pastor, J. W.
Young People's meeting
I'. McNeil.
at 1 45 p. m.
MORNING SERVICE.
Oran Prelude Andante con Moto.
J. Baptlste Calkin
Due Forever With the Lord, Gounod
Mrs. Ed. Hale, Miss Hale.
Chopin
Ofttriory Largo
Mali Ouartet Sometime, Somewhere
Meiiirs. McNeil, lxlspiech, Cadby and
Collister.
Beethoven
March
Postiuc
EVENING SERVICE.
Preiud
Evening Song.. Mendelsohn
Offato-Sadness of Soul
Mendelsohn
Male Uuartet Jus; For Today..,
Messrs McNeil, Lotsplech, Calby and
,
.Collister.
Processional to Calvary.
Postlude
From "The Crucifixion". .J. Stainer
organist.
Rosa Futrclle-Gidoon- ,

See Our Coal Saving Heaters--

Carry a Large Line of

We

Air Tight Hot Blast Heaters, Round
Oak Heaters, Square and Round.
Wood Heaters, Steel Ranges, with
reservoirs, from $18.00 up.

y

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

COLORADO PHONE 7 '4

AUTOMATIC PHONE BAB

Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

I

.

III

j First Methodist Episcopal
C. Rollins, D. D.. pastor. The

Rev. J.
church
is situated on the corner of Lead av
enue and South Third street.
The Sunday school begins at :4u.
This is Rally day with the school.
Morning worship at 11 o clock
Bishop David H. Moore, LI D., will
preach.
Ep worth league at 6:30 p. in.
Evening service at 7:30. Rev.
Thomas Harwood, D 1)., will preach.
His theme will be "My Fifty iears In
the Ministry." The Grund Army will
attend this service In a body.
Following are the musical numbers
for the services:
Morning.
Organ prelude "O, Come Everyone
That Thirsteth" (Mendelssohn).
Offertory "He Shall Feed His
Flock" (Handel).
Duet Mrs. Miller and Mrs. Mc

II

mrwmm a

(7

THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
Miller and National Ranges,

Horns Comfort,
Round

Oak,

National

and

Peninsular

Heating Stoves.

Donald.

Morn
Radiant
Anthem "The
(Woodward).
Postlude "Serenade ' (Handel).
Evening.
Prelude "All le mat Cried Unto
the Lord" (Mendelssohn).
Offertory Theme by Dressek.
Postlude, from Gelsslor
Anthem. "Te Deum In D Minor"
(Buck).
Miss Helen Pratt, organist.
The public is cordially invited to
all services.
Gone to Dawson
Rev. John R. Gasa
the synodical missionary of the Presbyterian church, has gone to Dawson,
1 ucumcari
and otner northern Mew
Mexico towns. He will be absent a

Ill

g

COAL HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING

WHITNEY COMPANY,

0

The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest
DOC

W AH

Winchester Arms and Ammunition.
Hercules Powder and High Explosives.

Agent:

PLUMBERS AND
TINNERS

. JACK

mouth rmt mtraet
its,dot,it a.do 3,i it.North
rirat Btraet

.Albuquerque, New Mexico

,

week.

Mrs. Coverdale hat on display all
tickets bought, solq Highland Rooming House
the latest ideas in millinery. A new THE HIGHLAND L I VER
.. r-AND EXCHANGED
n
and complete line of the newest
THE
BAM BROOK BROS.. Rrop.
ItiKj. m. c. Ur..,r..
ncmuL, rrup.
things just received from the east.
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
Association Offloa
ACROSS
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
THE RAILROAD
Transactions
JUST
PUBLIC AUCTION.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
Cuaraofd
TRACKS ON EAST R, R. AVE.
$4,000 6ALE.
at special rates on week days.
o
ALL GOES IN A LUMP.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St RQSENFIEt D S, I I 8 W. R. R. AV8. New Building, New Furniture, Steam
RAILROAD AVE.
TOO LATE FOR CLASS IFICATION
Heat and Everything Connected
I will postivcly sell at public auction
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADWAVTF.n A u.'iiiKiu for ceneral October nth at 2 o'clock p. m., Bharp, CANDIES,
Diamond. Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware, We lnrlts
With the Place Brand New.
BEER
ROOT
FEE'S GOOD COLD
AT WALTON'S DRUG
housework, Inquire of Miss Iial- - without reserve, to the highest and
tour trade and guarautt- A SQUARE DEAL.
BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
STORE.
ROOMS
AT WALTON'S DRUG
best bidder, the following real estate STORE.
dridge, 108 South Arno street.
and personal property belonging to A.
Uratlna, located at 923 South Second
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street, Albuquerque, N. M.: Lota 11
T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager
SOLOMON LUNA,
and 12 In block 2. of the Baca addiWILLIAM McINTOSH. President
tion, with all Improvements thereon.
Including store, barn, sheds and four
rooms, also a large stock of general
merchandise, fixtures and furnishings
of store. The reason for this sale is
that Mr. Bratlna Is 111 and going away
a rest. A chance of a lifetime to
4 for
buy two lots, buildings and a good
in these days of progress the extreme of style
established business at your own
carefully looked after and supplied by our
price. Satisfactory terms can be made
with any responsibe purchaser.
PerStein-Bloc- h
tailors as are the conservative and the
fect title guaranteed.
Abstract and
medium models. If you seek an extra inch on your
propwarranty deed given. Inspect
erty any time between now and 17th
sack, or a hand's breadth wider flare on your own coat
of October.
skirt, we can have it for you ready at hand and fitting
vmmmmm
H. S. KNIGHT.
4
Auctioneer.
with the distinction that comes from highly developed
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Mcintosh Hardware Company
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tailoring.
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Men's Overcoats $10, $12.50, $15.00, $16.50, $18,
$20, $22.50, $25 and $27.
Lach Garment Wotth More Than We Have Priced It.
19
w'esr Gold
f

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122
( 9. Beo"nd

Outing hats at Mrs. Coverdale'a,
including the Skidoo. Little Johnny
Jones, Elsie James and the popular
Cowboy hat.
The Woman's Exchange Is the only
I'laco In the city, where you can always buy
d
goods. Try our
pi. s baked on paprus pie plates. Wo-
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JOBBERS OF

Hardware, Stoves gnd Tinware
8

home-cooke-

4- -

4
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man's Exchange,
avenue.

401

West Railroad

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
APPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
C0RE1 TREES FOR SALE. N. W.
ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.
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